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HEARING ON INDEPENDENT STUDENT. STATUS

ItRSDAY, 'OCTOBER 27, 1983
4,

Holism! Op REPRESENTATIVES,'
SUBCOMMITTEE, ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washirigtori, D.C.

The subcommittee met pUrsoaht to call, at 9:45 a.m., in room
, 2 7, Rayburn House, Office Building, Hon. Paul Simon (Chairman

o the sul3committe0,presiding,
Members present: Representatives Simon, Kogovsek, Harrison,

Penny, Packard, Gunderson, and Petri,
Staff present: William A. Blakey, ,gounsel and staff director;

Maryin McAdam, I,egislative assistant;Nind Betsy Brand, Republi-,
can legislative associate. ,

Mr. SimoN. The subcommittee will come to order. We are con-
tinuing our hearings preparing reauthorization of, the Higher
Education Act, This ,morning's hearing is the independent student
definition.

The, status of the independent student has received considerable
attention during the 1982-83 school's year because of a proposal by
the Department of Education to change, the current definition. The
Main thrust of the -Department's propogal was to require d 'student

, to be 22 years of age, or older to be coeredeligible for independ-
ent status.

Discussion of the definition of studelit has exist-
ed for more than a deCade. The importance 'of the definition has
increased as the amount or Federal dollars for studept aid pro-
grams has declined or temained constant Ad the number of stu
dents requiring aid has increased.,

The current definitiOn has three main coniponents. No. the
student has not lived with the parents for more than 6 weeks; No.
2, the student has not'and will not receive more than $750 support
from the parent in the current: year; and, three, the parents have
not claimed the student as an income tax.exemption on their last
income tax form. . ,

While there are anecdotal horror stories and myriad opinionscir-
,cillating on independent students, none of these should form a
basis for Federal policymaking..Our purpose 'today is to learn the
facts about independent- students. Among the questhins we will ask
are these: Are there major abuses by stildents.claiming to be inde-
pendent who, in fact, are: not? Two, what types 'of, student change
their status from dependent to independent? And three, 'what are
the cost implications . for the Federal Government in students
claiming independent status?..,

,
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Finally, the eubcommIttee le particularly interested in hearing if
there is an indication in. the existing data that current definition
should, be altered, and if so, are there' existing alternative defini-
tions that should be explored?

Our witnesses will be taken as a panel hire and they are Linda
Berkshire, staff direqtor,' National Coalition on Student Financial
Assistance; Larry Gladieux, the College Board, accompanied by Dr.
Alan Wagner; Keith Jepson, Illinois State.Scholarship Commission;
and Gary Smith, de-puty for grants, Pennsylvania .Higher Educa-
tion Assistance Authority,

If they will take the stund,..at the same time I will call on
colleagues to see if they, ,havo anything to add in the way of o n-
ing statements before we hear from the witnesses.

Mr. Harrison.
Mr. .HARRISON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just really went to

apologize because I will not be able to stay and listen/ to the testi-
mony., I <have a lontoscheduled meeting for 10, but I had the oppbr-
tunity to tried with a number of these folks yesterday and I think
we had a very good discussion and I think you are in fora stiniu-
lating end informative hearing this morning.

Mr. SIMON. We thank you.
Mr. Packard, do you have anything in the way of an opening

statement?
Mr. PACKARD: I have none, Mr. Chairman: I am just pleased to be

able to hear this item. I will be pleased to hear from the witnesses,
that have been called.

Mr. SIMON. Good.
[Opening statement of Chairman Simon follows:]

OPENING( STATEMENT. OP. HON. PAUL SIMON, A HEPRICONTATIVE IN 00NORES8 FROM
THE STATS'OS ILLINOIS, AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCA-

..

'GOOd morning. Today we are continuing our hearings for reauthoriwition of the
Higher Education..Act. The focus this morning's hearing is the Independent stu-
dent definition. The status of independent students received considerable attention
during the 1982-83 school year because of a proposal by the Department of Educe-

ligible for
tion to change the current definition. The main trust of the proposal
was to require a student to be 22 years of age or older to be

Discussion on the definition df independent student; has existed for More than a
decade. The importance of The definition has increased as tfie amount of Federal
dollars For student 'aid progranis has declined or remained' constant, and the number
of students requiring aidlas increased. The current definition has three main com-
ponents

119N .

independent status

The student has not lived with the ptirents for more than' 6 weeks (42 days);
he student has not and will not 'receive more than $750 support from the parent

in the current year; and . 1, - ,

The parents have not claiMed the etudent as an income tax, exemption on their
last income tax form. cii, .

Y While there are numerous anecdcliaT "horror stories" and myriad. opinions circu
feting on independent students, none of theseshould form a basis for Federal
making. Our purpose today is to learn the facts about independent students:

i . ., Are there "major abuses of the definition by.students cldIming to be independent
.who ere not? 4-

,

What types of students.change.their dependency status to independent? and.
What are the cost implications for the Federal Government in students claiming

independent status?



'Finally, the subCommIttea, hlarticularly Interested In hearing If there la .a basis ,
in existing data ,to Indicate Oh the burrent'definItIon should be altered, and if so,
are there existing alternatIge definitions that should be explored. '

, .
Our Viltnesset.today*e Linda Berkshire, staff director of the Coalition on Stu. ,

dent Financial,Assiii.ance, Lawrence
Berkshire,

executive director, the College
Board, Keith Jepson of the Illinois State Scholarship Commlsilon, and Gary S Ith
of the Pennsylvania Bigher

/
Education Assistance Authority. We welcome yo all, .

. .

Mr. SIMON. Linda Berkshire, the attar dliector, of the Nat nal
,coalition on Student Financial Assistance.

We are pleased to have you here. i / v

Ms. ,Thnutstung. Thank you, Mr.,Chairman. I apologize somewhat \
for.the references in the testimony..Our Ghairrnan, Francis Koppel,
whb I know you knoiv;, Mr. ,Chairsnan, and several of the subcom

. mittee members also know, was lichoduled to testify on behalf of
the coalition' and was unable to make the chaige in hearing schea

Nle. .,
.

,
:

.. Our testimony is a little bit.longthy to fead.atreight off so if you ,.
will bear wtth me--:. , ,

Mr. Simem-We will enter yourlull statement in the lecotd and '
we will do the same for'tho others. If you would care to summariz ,

. it, that would be fine.
., [Prepared statement of Francis Keppel.follows:]

\.,_

PREPARED STATEMENT OP FRANCIS KEI4EL, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL STUDENT AID
COALITION,/ , , , ,

"Mr. ChairMan and members of the subcomMittee; I thank, you for the opportunity
to appear before you today to speak about participation of the independent, self-sup.
porting student in Federal etude pt istance programs.

.I was invited to testify. today I. my capacity as chairman,pf the National Studpnt 4..
Aid Coalition. The Coalition c slate of85 national organizations and .associati6ns
with an interest in studen n cial raid programs and policies, and tour public
members. The Coalition I a vol rotary body that provides primarily a mechanism
for focusing the peril yes and ncerns of'a variety of interest groups in identify.
ing, issues and helpin: coordina the dovelo.ment of national student aid policies
among Federal a state agenciesJand institutions. We are concerned with such ,

issues as definitions, arid student aid public information programa.
I. One of t 6 program "definitions" is the definition that operates in the Federal

student a programs to distinguish self-supporting students from those students de- .

nde ,on parents for financial .support.'This aspect of determining eligibility for

h
oderal student aid hps been under discussionat times more heated than . at

..others on and off, for he past decpde. '
A similar. .version of the current threfPart definition, a "test" ofa-titudent's de-

pendency status, was fu3t instituted for the Pell Grant prograin in 1973 and was
designed to provide the student with theinffeans to demohstrate a history of self-sup.: '
port.. This definition incorporated. three principles that has evolved separately, in

Information on parental supped should be from the year in whi h aid is,Teceived
the different Federal aid programsoiince 1959: ,t
and from the year prior (base year): to the Tecelpt of aid as.refl ted by Federal
income tax returns. .

. .

Information should be providll on residence in the parent's home and on. ,

Significant parental support in money or in kind. . ,
This definition remained unchanged for the basic grant program until 1979 'and

was adopted for the campu programs in 1976. , .1 .

The basic criteria are ntially the same today. as they were in 1973-atijust-
Ments have been made thrf maximum level of support that may be provided by
parents, to the limitation of time of residence with parents, and to the application of
the definition, to married 'students as stipulated in thd -Eciiication Amendments, of
1980. (See appendiA I.): '

4 The Conicattye, of.course, well aware:: of the basis of the present system, and its
,, reliance on the conceptef.family support and contribution, and aware of the various
_Concerns about its operation. I have attached to this testimony as appendix II &brief .
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t-,. account or recent development* us soon by the Coalition in the hope that it Ugh!. ho
helpliii in t 1l5 commute 's deliberations. , i

Tho eon Woo requesthd information that the Coalition Might have on idepend.
.oat status r student financial old oppilconte. This tomtit** ifi based on data on
national st nt aid programs and recipient data files and other related studies oh-
tained in the t 6 months. I. '

1 ii. rho Conlit on was particularly in et'eNted in InforiCatiorroli the rattle of partici-
potion 41 independent students in the federal progratum, and whether or Apt Ow
'lambent had changed signilictuitlyover time in the Dip 22 year old age group, 1.b,,
'A'rtulitional" studet is in undergredunto ceursework lot whom parentiol support has, and continues to be. orally expected whiit'elitere is ability to pay.

We posed the folio ing questions: Does the definition of Independent status accu s
rattily reflect the guiding public policy: to `provide assistance only to the extent to

, whish parental resources are unavailable '? Does the existing definition anew or en
courage public 11111(111 to supplant parental contrOptimot for substimital numbers of, students? ,

Let and report what we fowl& . \

(1) Changes in College Participation 1 /ales and Studentinancial Assistance, 1969,
1974. and 198{ , . .

k ',An Ap9llod Systems Institute, Inc. fittulyi analysed thothanging characteristics of
the independent population over the period of the 11)10's. The author cautions that a
calm!: relationship between student financial assistance and participation rates
'cannot,be proven, llis results, holkever, suggest certain relationships between stu
dent aid and participation which may 1;eliseld in guiding further study or exmni
nation of related issues, . .

'Phu 18 to 24 year old population deterinined to be independent was:

Independent individuals as a percent of the total imfiulation 18-24

r.

. ,
Percent

10G9 43.6
. 44)74 , 48.2

1981 / 42.6...
The percentage. of the Independent students in college also peaked in 194

Percent of enrolled population independent by year
. 1 I twit

19(19 11.7
1974 18.9

16.8'1981

The final {analysis describes participation ratesi.e., percentage of age groupof
the independent population 18-24.

Par.ticipation rates of independent students 18-24
`..r.reent

19,C.9 1,;.0 8.4
1974 10.4
1981 10.4

The census data indicates that the population over 26 in college has increased
since 1974. In 1974,,older students made up 18 percent of the enrolled population A
and in 1981 they made up 28 percent of the population. These students,were defined
as independept in the ASI study. %..

1

In summary, the author concludes that there appears to be no significant increase
in .either the incidence of independence or the participation rates of independent'
students aged 18-24 since 1974, tilough there has been an increase in the number of
Ioldes r students enrolling in college.

(2) Rata from the Educational Testing service on California Applicants .
In an effort to gain additional information on the effect of a, more restrictive

test" of independence, the committee asked the Educational Testing Serviceyto pro-

hn Lee of Applied Systems Institute, Inc.. supplied the committee with data related to the
'participation rates of independent students in postsecondary education, drawl from a
epared for the National C,orpmission on Student Finanical Assistance.

/
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vide data Trom the 1110 oYatudenta MU) student WO ahlicetiOn ihr Califon
,

nisi the State of California requires StU o respond 10 questions regarding self'
supporting stitUalor the year of application an(Vor an ,additional three prior year& 1

140,894, or 40 pescent, re classified as Ind. rident under the currant Federal
Of the who had 'filed an as of February 11, 1988,

definition. If the &fin n required an addltiona 'Odor year of 0eifsupgori 10 pen
cent (121,710) are eliminated from the independent group, If 9 prior years of Pelf.- '

t support are required, an additional H percent are eliminated from consideration as
, independent, bringing the total olintrnated from the' original independent group Ur

,.:. 21 percent,

(4) Independent Students in the Federal Student Aid Programs
P611.0ranes.In the Poll Orant program, the participation of independent stu

dents has increased fillin 00,9 percent in 1970-77 to 4811 percent In 1902-08. This
percentage groWth is largely reflective of changes in the program eligibility critoria,

' program growth \and expansion, and increasing participation by older students. This
analysis Is born autby figures provided by the 13opartment of Education (attached
as appendix III) which show that the percentage or the total of oligible independent
Pella pplicants under Cho age of 22 has actually declined during thatjutme 7-year
period, from 92,1 percent in 1970 to 80 percent in 1982. The table indicAtes a slight
drop in indepondenVoligibles ,botween the ago. of 28 and 80 and a growth in the
pentrcentage ofovor 8(.1-aaroldlligIble indepandent'applicarits from N.1 to 25 per,
ce.

OinspusDasni Pognns,--Llitta has boon provided by the Department of Educe.
tion showing the distribtition of dollars and recipients In the Federal campus based
programs from 1974 through 1982. An a percentage of total recipients, participation
by independent students eked at 27 percent In 1979-80 and has declined sinco1);
that time. In 1981-82 Ind° ndent studonts received 25 percent of the total dollars
expended, compared to 21 rcont In 1974-75, The full sot of comparativo data is
provided as appendix IV. \ .

(5) Graduate and Prpfessional (udents
Data from a study conductod\by thi Educational Touting Sorvico indicated that

thorn are stronteeftndencies on the parl of parents to reduce Support to students at
tending gradua and professions sbhools.I While 70 percent of college seniors In
the studyy wore dependent on pare ta, only about one-third of the enrolled graduate
and pro ossional studonts wore. Q thoee enrolled graduate and' professional stu
dents who were considered' depend t on their parents, only about onothird re.
ceived any help from their parents to nonce post-baccalaureate costa.

(6)Characteristics of independent etude ts ,
. ,

As appendix V, weilave included tab) on the characteristics of aid recipients for
both dependent and independent studente, These statistics are categorized by type of--
institution attended, age and mihority'statps of recipients, and family income. S'epa
rate tables (tables 3 oind 4) indicate student \expenses and sources of support for both
dependent and fndopiindent students. Tho r} to are drawn from separate surveys of
student aid recipients at' independent, pu lic and proprietary institutions; the
sources of these surveys re listed at the end f appendix V. ,

III. Mr. Chairman, in/your letter you asked\specifically whether 111. not the data *
available tous suggests that there are "majol', abuses of the current independent
student definition. \

First of all of course, the data we have presented do not lead to quick and easy
conclusions. Much of the data 'lead instead to additional questions that cannot be
answered effectively by the current information that is available'and that looks at
programs, students, profiles and trends on,a national\basis.

.

stantiate any claims of abuses of the current independent definition would have to
I might add that much of the kind of information one vi:tould need to clearly

drawn from a longitudinal base- tracking students recipients from year to year. n-
fortunately, such a study, has not been conducted as fai' as I know. Hdwevor, the
data available to us do not suggest major abuses of the current definition of
independence by students and their families. .\

' Data 'from Talented and Needy Graduate and Professional Students: A National Survey of
People Who Appliedfcir NeedBased Financial Aid To Attend Graduate or Professional School in
1980 -81, EIS, April 1982.

R.
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, n balance, it doe§ not appear, relatively, that these atudenta constitute a heavier
drain on the public purse than a decade ago, The pattern of independent student
participationespecially within, the Federal progrmasappears to have held roe,

' ennably Messily.
You asked as well, based on opr study of the Issue, what deNtion oft,ndependent

student status! we should recommend?
In March'of1982, the Coalition ado tett the recommendation of its Committee on

needs Assessment and,Dellvery th one additional base year be added to the cur
rent federal definition of a seltsup rting student4ur undergraduaterond that the
current federal definition by continued for students who are enrolled in educational
programs beyond the first baccalureate,degree. As part of this action, the Coalition
also noted that:

ill Differentiation for eligibility for guaranteed student loans should recognised
within the parameters of the needs test, and, Maher, the Department of Education
should promulgate regulations which call fee the consideration of parental, rather
then family Income In needs pnalyels fop dependent students for guaranteed student
loans, and

(2) The recommendation is 4plIolt *ith, rqgard to the maintenance of the current
Federal definition for graduate and professiohal 'students, ( .

This recommendation received the approsal of 21' member organizations present
at the meeting, with the ezception of the repreaentetive of the 1J,8, Student Assoc!,
Mims who isbetalned.-

The committee reviewed the position taken. by the Coalition agein this apring.ns
light of regulations publishid bribe Depaitment of rrthIC1141011 proposing major
modifications In the existing Independent Student definition, This is the point et
which the committee .undertook a review of some of the data presented today and
decided to hold to the recommendation Oat had been advanced and approved the
year before,

Thu definition recommended by the Coalitimii grow out of long term dlactuyilon
and debate and out of the desire to achieve a measure of consensus within the group
bn a very important aspect of student aid policy. It was felt that the recommenda-
tion represented an npproprito policy response and modified reasonably the existing
definition, specifically taking Into consideration:

The need to establish a reasonable and verifiable history of self-sufficiency before
an aid applicant can receive funds based on eligibility as an Independent student,
emphasizing the primary responsibility of the student and his or her family in meet-
ing college edits,

The`clear difference in perception In parental and public attitudes about graduate
and professional study beyond the baccaluareate degree.

The concern that any alteration to the definition not effect disproportionately
any identifiable category of students nor serve arbitrarily to Impede student access.
(-1 must emphasize thatthe Coalition's recommendations should not be taken to
mean there is consensus within the financial aid community on this issue,.
sin view of the kddit,ional studies and research conducted since the full Coalition

subcommittm ould like, and ask the Coalition membership for a review of the situ-
ation,

last student definition, I would be glad to go back, if the

Thank you for the opportuaity to present this information.

APPENDIX I

COMPARISON OF THE DEFINITION OF INDEPENDENCE FOR THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM IN 1973-74 TO

THE DEFINITION OF INDEPENDENCE tOR THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM (AND CAMPUS-BASED

PROGRAMS) IN 1982-83

1973-74 (Basic (Pen) Giant)

"Independent Student" means a student who:

198243 (NI and Canyluslased)

"IDdependent Student" is a...student who is:

(i).A single student whole( 1981 and 1982
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COMPARISON OF THE DEFINITION OF INDEPENDENCE FOR THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM IN 1913-14 TO

THE DEFINITION Of INDERNDENCE FOR Till PELL GRANT PROGRAM (AND CAMPUS -BASED

PROGRAMS) IN 1082-8tilinuod1
"'"*"'"

44 (flame IPA 416110 1W-SS the aal Canso Pined)

(1) 1111 not and will not be claimed ors an intention for
trident home tan prowl tor any Pam OW01 ha
or hot spouse lot MN WOOS yeell) he which aid
f1011111 and the calendar year i;beit yaw) pilot' to
lbo academic be which aid toweled

1?) Rot not recolved and odd not NSW financiell
awitleige 41 more than WO how Ma or her

petont(o) in the calendar pot in which and Is

itgeteld, and the telendat year (base yes) plot to
Ihe ecadomic year la which.ard N requoilod, and

(3) Ns not hard ot rill not W, in the home ol a
pont lot mom Man? combs" weeks dinint the
calendar you in sloth aid is octets) and Ibe calends,
Mr Mae parts* in the Redwine yearalor Mid
and is' Moiled

(b)

I

(I) lies not bead and wit nil hoe for moo than 6
sets in Lich yaw in the home 01 the parent11) for
*ton 06404 must be Wind Kweniiill t9 (14

refulitioni for the Pod Grant nod comfort bawd old
rem*,

12) list not been Waned and will not be claimed as a
*orient lot federal 0(004 1$4 by iRe

peionl(e) lot whom Income bar mord .
mg to the iegulationi Ice Ow Pell Can* and cop*,
bawd moms, and

()) ltn not lased and sill not IPCOM NNW
lustanct lot WI Than .1150 in Lich year from IM
poontls) Ice setiont income must bo mated geoid-

' ins to tho [aviation lot Hs Poll Cott 04 canlikn_
food profrenn; or

A married ifirdent la Ib6i=
(I) tot not IM lot mote than 6 week* In, the *went

IM oateolls) for whom KW* mutt be woolod
scolding to the refutations for the Poll Grant and
ceirous band ptoventii

(2) Will not be calmed at a dependent Jot (Ord
Koine too mows by Ifs parents) for wham
nom* mull be repotted women' to the verbatim
for the Poll Dant sod campuatossd povims; and

(3) WO not received financial atu1 Nnc, Ion more Men
$250 from the parent(s) fa whom income mot be
repotted wording to the refutations lor,the Poll Grant
and cikwootaled

Arrxmotx ll

MINT CONCICKNOrA BRIO' PICIIMICTIVE

Needbased student aid Is provided in in relatively progressive fashion, after it is
determined that parents have contributato the costs of postsecondary education to
the extent of their ability. The principle has remained consistent in policies adopted
by the Congress for programs of the Federal Government and for the vest majority
of aid programs administered by states and institutions.

Indeed; the independent student definition itself is an attempt to assure Hull an
individual student wishing to be considered self-supporting does not have parental
financial resources available which should be accounted for in an assessment of Oil.
ity to pay and program eligibility.

As theicommittee knows, there have been suggestions from student aideAdminis
trators and from the Department of Education that a more restrictive definition of
student independence would better direct limited student aid funds to those in
greatest need. These suggestions flow mainly from concerns over studentwith
evadable parental resourceswho misrepreselit their status'or adopt independent
status for the purpose of qualifying for higher levels of student assistance. Those
who call for tighter controls feel that the current definition too easily allows par.
Onto of. means to transfer the responsibility for financing their children's education
to the taxpayer by means of eligibility for highly subsidized stuant assistance
funds. ,

Within the coalition(comrtrunity, there has been expressed 'equal, concern for the
problems for students and families if the national definition should be made more
restrictive. A definition which seeks to establish a.longer hiktory of student self suf-
ficiency or that employs a minimum age criterion, they argue, would impede or
eliminate from iSrogram eligiblility large slumbers of studefits, both traditional and

.nontraditional, who have noi-eason to expect any degree of parental support,

r, 11
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BASSO r(LL) GRANT PROGRAM

111.14e 01c4rital
lieleFerales4

applcants;

Total eigiOlo .

Penal deparelintt

Pow(
ldep40001,

stn, OstrOaultu---

Pideperdest dgrWN

(1440011
12 yore ad

under.

23 to 10 years.,.....

eh* 30 sin .....

1,214,041

61,1

11,1
(111,241)

32.1

41.1

2.191110
11 1

41,9

11,001,1111

31.0

411
1).)'

pmeti 3,011,145'

613 111

ai 112
101,710) (6111477)-

.0 29.1 311
41.6 456

116 11

3,410410
111

410
(1,4/1,111)

'30 4

41.1

, 140

3170.000
14.1

41.0

(114411)

301
450

It?

y 6 awe r war* Mu el PAM newer woo ,

Arrittetstx IV

, CAMPUS BASED STUDENT AID PROGRAM RECIPIENTS (UNDUPWATED)

Number of recipients dollars awarded 1174.75 191546 191641

,,lindergradegte.

'Potent
Indepeedefil

Percent

errePatte end . - ,

Prole:0mi shoe' ts

less than
Karl tune

total mentor of recipients

Total dollars awarded ..
Undergraduate

Undertraduelt . ... ,
Percent

Independent

Prettli 1

Graduate Ind

Professional students

Liss than
Ifal.tune
Total number of recipients

Total dollars seeded

150,371 1,4p.116 1,052.554 1.007,544

1650,214,549 1126,119,710 1711,939,502 1141,311,251

256,353 333,410 313,146 106114

011 (11) (24) (20)

221,695,732 311,1563/9 302,603,181 333,950,510

1731 (15) (13) (15)

64,901 15.512 _ /UN 101.111

/1.029,714 102,232,123 111,114,04$ 113,145,425

.......

1,111,632 1,833,658 1,505.284 14191

1956,000,000 11,239,318,412 11,206,457,411 11,329.191

19/11-/1 19/9-10 191041 111142

911,060 1,112,999 1,006,136 1,021,341,

9932,559,078 1914,142,123 $1,0101,141,1/7 11,011,144,170

330,432 $10,425 375,173 316,320

(24) (21) (25) (24)

361,311,375 415,498,454 431211,383 391,515,529

4 (25)

128,329

(26)

234,960

(

110,064

25) (111

. 104,304

1511,194486 195,014,836 191149,111 116,536,161

554 648

560,321 530,930

1,359,821 1,158,314 1,493,275 1,501,619

11.402,132,139 11,585,355,415 11,717,939,699 11,559,731,591

Source-. U.S. Department of Iducition, 012ke of Student flnin:111 Assistance,

12
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APPENDIX 17

COMPARISON DATA FROM PUBLIC INq*NDENT AND PROPRIETARY INSTITUTIONS I

Table 1Profile: All Recipients of ;lied Rased Aid.
r

Table 2Profile: Characteristics of Dependent and Independent Recipients of $pu-

Table 3Student Expenses and Spurces of 'Support: , Dependent ReciPients of
Need-based Aid, 1981-82,

Table .'ilStudent Expenses and Sources of Support: Independent Recipients of
Need-based, Aid; 1981r-82..,

Inforination on the' etudiei.

TABLEJ.,4ROFILE: ALL RECIPIENTS OF NEED-BASED AID, 1981-82

Institution-

Independent Public > Proprietary

Average age...
21 . 21 25

Percent who are:

18 or less
19 to 21

. er

22 to25
26 or more

'21 .

61

13
5

11

47

23

19

r
9

4 38

23

30 -

Total
100 100 100

Percent minority
16 35 54

Percent of family income:

Under $6,000
18 41 56

$6,000 to $12,000 _.13 19 20

$12,000.to $18,00,0
14

.4 $18,000 to $24,000 16 12 7

$24,000 to $30,000 16 8 4

$30,000 to $36,000 11 4 I

Over $36,000 13 2 1

Total. 100 ,, loci loci

Percent of status:

Dependent
87 61' 46

Independent
13 39 54

TABLE 2.7PROFILE: DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT RECIPIENTS OF STUDENT AID, 1981-82

'_ Dependent students:
Average age

Percent who are:'

18 or less

19 to 21
22 to 25
26 or more

Total

Percent minority

Insiitution

Independent Public Proprietary

20 20 - NA

24 16 17

66 64 61

10 18 18

0 2 4

100 ,'100 too

14 / :33 42

Tables compiled by Elaine El-Khawas, ViCe President, Policy Analysis,and Research, Ameri-
can Council on Education for A Policy. Seminar sponsored by The Associational Council for
Policy Analysis. and Research and the National Commission on Student Financial Assistance,

. June 3, 1983.

.e
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TABLE 2. .PROFILE DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT RECIPIENTS OF STUDENT AID, 1981-82

Cornutued

Institution--

Intlepeildent' , : F,tiiic

Percent oflamily

Under $6,000

$6,000 to $12,000'
$12,000 to $18,000
$18,0,0, to $24,000

$24,000 to $30,000
$30,000:to $36,000
Over $36,000

Total

Independent students:

Average age

11 21 k 34
12 -20 23

14 .. 16, '. ''
18 , 14: '
19" .12 8

13 . 7 3
'14 .. 3 1-

100 100 '100

Percent who are:

18 or less

19 to 21
- 2210 25

26 or more

25 NA,

Total

Percent minority

100, .1 \ 100

Percent of family Income:

Under $6,000

$6,000 to $12,000

- S12,000 to $18,000
$18,000 to $24,000
$24,000 t9,$30,000

$30,000 to $36,000
Over $36,000 ..... .

. Total 100 100 93

TABLE 3.STUDENT EXPENSES AND SOURCES OF SUPPORT: DEPENDENT RECIPIENTS OF NEED-

BASED AID, 101-82

Indepundent.institutions Public institutions Proprietary institutions

Average Percent of Average Percent of Average Percent of
dollars total costs dollars total cogs dollars total cost

Student expenses:

Tuition, fees

Other

Total, expenses

Student resources:

Parental contribution
da

Grants (needbased):

Pell

SEDG

State. (including SSIG)
Institutional

Total, grants

$4,190 $921 $2,815
3,09 2,844 , 2,733

7,229 100 3,833 100 5,548 100.

, 529, 7 714 19 970 , 18
222 3 117 3 128 2
611 9 159 4 128 2

822 11 43 1 2 .0

2,185 30 1,033 , 27 1,228 22
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TABLE 3.STUDENT EXPENSES AND SOURCES OF SUPPORT: DEPENDENT RECIPIENTS Q NEED-

, BASED AID, 1981-82Continued

Student employment:

College work-study

State/institution '
1

Total; employment

NDSL

GSL/FISL .. . ... ... . . ... ........... ..... .. .. . . .. .... .......

Institutional

Total, loans

Independent Institutions Pudic Institutions Proprietary institutions

Average .

dollars
Percent of
total costs

Average. Percent of
dollars total costs

Average
()Stirs

Percent of
,,total cost

428
124 ° 2

252

94 -,,, 2

s 66

.39
..

1 346

339 5 156 4 225 4

1,110 15 555 15 5 22

° 21 . 0 8 0

1,470 20
r

, 719 19 1,468 26

891 12 546 14 423 8

569 8 282 7 193 4

6,972 97 3,390 88 3,897 70

257 3 443 12 1,651 30

Student contribution

Other aid

,
Total, all resources

Balance: Remaining need

Note.. Each dollar figure is an average; individual 'averages do not precisely add to subtotal and total average&

,TABLE 4STUDENT. EXPENSES AND` SOURCES OF. SUPPORT: INDEPENDENT. RECIPIENTS OF NEED

BASED AID, 1981-82 A

Student expenses:

Tuition, fees

Other

Total, expenses

Student resources:

Parental contribution

Grants (need-based):

Pell

SEDG

State (including SSIG)
Institutional

Total, grants.

Student employment:

College work-study

State/institution

Total, employment

Loans:

NDSL

GSL/FISL

Institutional

Total, loans

Student contribution

Other aid

Total, all resources

Balance: Rethaining need

thdependent Intlitullons Public Institutions ' Proprietary Institutions

Average
dollars,

Percent of
total costs

Average
dollars

Percent of
total costs

Average
dollars

Percent of
total costs.

$3 ,326

4:198

$702

5,370

$2,831.

4,578

8,224 100 6,125 100 7,410 100.

136 11 0

. 1,169 14 832 14 1,101 15

76 1 146 2 126 2

1,013 12 158 4 2 54 1

374 5 31 1 0 0

2,633 32 1,168 19 1,281 18

231 3 276 4 35

95 1 171 3 74

325 4. 447 ------ 1 109

143 2 161 3 263 4

734 9 534 9 . 1,221 16

44 0 17 0 13 0

921 11 712 12 1,497 . 20.

'2.096 26 1,959 32 2,070 28
667 8 339 6 292 4

6,7171 82 4,636 76 5,249 71

1,447 18 1,488 24 2,160 29
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For further information on the studies:.
Recent Trends in Financial Aid to. Students Attending Independent Colleges. and

Universities, by Virginia Hodikinson and Julianne Still Thrift.
Kvailable from The National Institute of Independent Colleges and Univerai-

ties, 1717 Massachusettg Avenue, N.W., Suite 601; Washington, D.C. 20036. (202)
483- 9434.:$2.50 per copy.

Student Aid and Public Higher Education: A Progress Report, by. Jacob A. Starimen.
Available from: The American Association of State Colleges and.Universities,

-One Dupont Circle,,Suite 700, Washington, D.C.020036. (202) 293-7070. $5.00 per
copy

Proprietary:Vocati4ial Schools and Federal Student Aid: Opportunities for the Dili-
idvantaged, by WellfOrd W. Willits, jprepa;ed for the National Commission. on
Student Financial Mistime.- . .

,Copies of this report will be available through the ERIC Document Rept'oduc-
tion Serviee by peptember 1983t ' 9

STA*IENT OF LINDA BERKSHIRE, STAFF DIRECTOR,: NATIONAL
COALITION, ON BEHALF OF FRANCIS KEPPEL; CHAIRMAN; pA.
TIONAL COAIIITIONN STUDENT AID
Ms. BERKSHIRE. I wi 1 jUmp around a bit in the written testimony

as I attempt to summarize what I consider to be the majoinpoints.
The committee requested information from the coalition:that we

° might have on independent status for /student finanCial aid appli-
cants. This testimony is based on data fgorn national student aid
\programs and on recipient data files and .other related studies ob-
tained in the last 6 monthi

Aswe looked at this issu , were particularly interested in in-
formation on the rates of bartietation of infdependent students-in
the Federal programs and whether or net these numbers, had
changed significantly over time, especiallyin the 18-.to 22-year-old

'group, what we consider to be and what is commonly, known as the,
traditional age group of students that are enrolled in undergrad-
uate course work and for whom parental support has and contin-
ues to be"generally expected were there is ability to pay.

As we attempted to gather some data to help answer these clues
,tions for ourselves *re,posed the following questions :. Does the defi--
nition of independent status accurately reflect what we consider to
be thee. guiding public policy to provide assistance only to the extent
tb which' parental resources are unavailable? Does the existing defi-
nition allow or.encourage public funds to supplant parental contri-
butions' for b. substantial number of students? Let me report what
we found.

I will summarize the various pieces of data that we looked at
that helped us to form a conclusion. First,-we looked at the changes
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in college participation rates stude assistance from ..r

° terns Institute helped, us by proyiding a on the characteristics of
the independent population over the period of the seventies.

Basically, I won't gO over the data it's berdre you in the testinio-
ny. We concluded froin his conclusions in his study that the inci- "
dence of independents in the, population as a wholethe 18- to 24--,

increased since 1969. It periked in 1974 and..:
ed steady since that time and.declined

to on the current population survey hereon
dents. in the-population independent people
tht rates of those independent students in

'1965 to 1981, ,the peril, of the seventigt John Lee of Npplied Sys

xear-old group had no
essentially had remai
in college participatio

Wekhave provided d
the incidence of indepe
enrolled in college and
the 18- to 24-year-old ategory. in college participation. The poirit
being,. those rates had of gone up, had peaked at some point 'in -'
the 1974 area and then ad come down. , . =

,'We also looked af so e data from, the.Edu tonal Testing$erv-
ice that had come fro California files. Cal rnia is one of the
Statesand I don't kno and I should; wheth ey are the only
onethat require '3 pri years of information fr, m the student§
for their own grant pro ams before considering them independ-
ents. So essentially it's t e year of appreciation. plus 3 prior years

We locked at some dia from their files to determine vihether or
s not the s udent was ,eli ble for Federal programs, using 1 prior.
year of i ation, whe her or not if you moved that. definition
back to inc tide another p for year, you would lose lane groups of
-students from eligibility. he data here is summarized, Thirteen
percent fell. out of eligihili y by moving the definition back 1. year.
Another 8'percent were dr pped from eligibility: by moving it back
nother year. That was als part of durreview. .

Peobably of most import ntdinterest to the subcoMmittee is the
data that we accumulated just recently on independent 'student
participation in the Federal rograins. - .

= In the Pell grant progr , the participation of-irideperident stu5
derftsand ypu may wish t. refer as'I am mentioning this to you'
to page' 12 or the testimony it's a table in the back and-I:you can ""
'follow tftipthe Participati n of independent students has in
creased from, 36.9 percent in 1976-77 to 48.3 in 1982-83. We, have

- felt that the percentage gro h is largely reflective of ,changes in ),
program eligibility, program owth And expansion' and increasing . .

participation by older studen §
.

--What-is probably most im itant is ,that the 'percentage, of the
total of these eligible indepe ent applicants in the Pell grant pto-;
gram under the .age' bf 22, w ich is the .group that. most of the

A policy /initiatOsea have been irected" at, has actually declined
during that-same 7-year period from 32:1: percent in 1976.0 30 per-
cent,in 1,982. / .. , ..

The table indicates a slight drop in independent' eligibles be-
,

'tween the ages of 23 and 30 and a'fgrovYth in the percentage of over
30 population of eligible indepe dents from 20 to .25 percent. .

In' the campus-based programs hich is the next table, data has
been provided by the Departmen Edhcation. These are undupli;
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cated numbers from recipients in the College Work Study, SEOG
and NDSL'grograms 'pver, -I think, it's an 8:year period. The table
shows the distribution of,dollars and recipients from 1974 through
1982. As a percentage of total Tecipienta, participation by independ

. ent student's peaked at 27 percent in 1979-80.1-!the table runs
across and then across again at the bottomand has declined since
that time. . 1 ; ' Ati

.i. In 1981-82, in ependent students received' 25 percent of the total
, dollars expen- ,ComPared-to 21 Anent in -191,4; but as you -will' -;

see: as -WelLasi'al.pereontage. of, the. totftl4illars. uii,the*dependent
category at has ,,reniainecl' reltitiVelYt.constant'at' about- 267pereeht
over a ill 8-yeEtrOticid.; ^-: v..- ,-.-c; : .:-' -,, ...;.- .. ,; , , ,t-;,. , ,\ Graduate and professional students. We looked at a studk-con-
ducted by the Educational Testing Service which indicated that
there are strong tendencies on the part of parents Co reduce sup-
port to 'students attending graduate and professional schooli; Their
study showed that 'while 70 percent pf college seniors who were de-
pendent on their parents only about a third of the enrolled gradu-
,ate and professional students'were. Of those enrolled graduate.and
professional students who were considered dependentonly about a
third actually received any help from their, parents tO finance post-.
'baccalaureate' education. ...
- The last information that we looked at--I won't take the time be- t
cause it would take some time to summarme;but it's provided as a /
series,. of tables for you at the ,finai section of the testimony as the
final Appendix, and these are characteristics of aid recipients that
are both dependent and independent, and I think it is illuininatmg,
and giving the subOommittff information about the' kinds of stu-
dents that we are talking about that are independent of their par-
ents and participating, in student aid programs ,

This data is -broken down by the kind of institution the stu is
are attendingpublic, private or proprietarythe age and th 1-

riority status- -and you will see that..there are differencest ere
are,:, almost across the board differences in 'inde s,.. dent arid de7
*pendent students in terms of the likelihood of thei ' eing minority
or their being older. The average age is 25 Jo 26. We have 'also 'pre-
vided separate tables on the differences that haye been fourfeilv.
the way that independent students and dependent stadents finance
their education in'these sectors. :--si . '

iThis data is'proyided by,, -.you Maye hear' from' seyWal of tne
peoPleJacob Stampen from the Public Data. Base, he has .worlitd
with Public' Data Base under a three associational financed latudy--
and from Julianne4,Still Thrift at 1411CU and_ from Buzz Wilms at
Uni,yersity of California, working with proprietary students under
of original contract with the Nationril Commission. ,

1 refer -the committee to those studies and those individuals-for
further information on what we have, provided in,the appendix.

_ Mr. Chairthan, you asked us to answer two questions on the basis
of this datawhether or not 'we concluded that lbete were major
abuses of the current independent student clefinitio I would add °
that most of the data we presented don't lead to qu' 1 and easy
conclusions b4caus it is somewhat pipcey, '.but what we have
looked at I think can sayOthat the data available to us do not
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suggest major abuses of thexcurrent definition of the independence
;..by stuaentOnd their faMilies.. '

rlk You asked as well, !based on our study of the issue, what defini-
don of independent 4tudent status:we would' recommend. In March

1# of. 1982---and- I remind the' subcommittee that that was over .11/2
years ago-the coalition- that I am representing here today adopted
the recoinmentlation of its committee: on needs assessment and de--,
live* that one additional base year:be added to the current 'Feder

Aefinition 'of a self-supPorting student for u dergradtiates and
thircurrerit Federal definitign, be continued fo : students who are
enrolled in educatiorialf:prog`raina,beyond the first bacoalaureate

The definition adopted by the coalition grew out of a lond-term
discussion and debate in an attempt to drew some consensusiori'a
Measure that we felt was an important. part of public pokicy:
thought that the recoMmendation at the,tirne took into cohsidera-

- tion the ;eed j o esqblish a reasonable and verifiable hiittrbg.'of
self-sufficiendy before any applicant could receive funds barecir on
eligibity.as an independent sttident and that it emplikiized,the pri-
'man; responsibility of the stUdent and/or his family or her.fantily°
in meeting college costs.
° We thought it recogniZed that there was a,clear dif
pereeption in public and parental attitudes abut grad
fessional study beyonsi the baccalaureate degrbe an
nized the concerns that many had thae'any alterati
tion of independent students.not affect dispropOrtiona
tifiable category of students or serve arbitrarily to im de, access
for any students. y

°I emphasize again that the coalition's recommendation should
'not be taken to. mean that there consensus'within the financial,
aid community on this issue and also that some of the information
I have preSented here today, notably the information on the Feder.-
al programs, was not available to the Coalition at the time theyi.
took that pPsition.
. In view Ofthis, Mr. Keppel asked me specifically to say .to you
that he would.he glad, if the subcomMittee would like, to ask the
coalition membership for a review of the situation and I. thank you
for the opportunity; to present this information,. :

Mr. SimoN.'Thank yoU very much for your testimony.and for:the
attached tables.

Larry Gladieux. How do you spell your-last name? Is it I-E-U-X?
Mr. GLADIEUX. Yes. Gladieux. It isza 'French name which is not

pronounced French.
[Prepared statement of Lawrence Gladieux follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE E. GLADIEUX, EXECUTIVE DIRECTORh
WASHINGTON OFFICE OF THE COLLEGE BOARD

Mr. Chaitman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am Larry Gladieux, Execu-
. tive Director of the Washirigton Office of the. College Board. I thank you for the op-

portunity to testify on .a central and delicate issue in the operation of student aid
prcigsams: how to distinguish' between students who are financially dependent on
their parenfs and those.whaare Self-supporting.

My organization, an association of 2,500 schools and collegek3, has been engaged in
the movemept during the past quarter century to eliminate financial barriers to
higher educatipn through aid_to students. Creation ofthe College Scholarship Serv-

o.
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ice as part of the College Board in 1954 fornialiled the Prineipleland practice in the
,

educational:comnilunity of awarding-sid According to the' financial need Ofstudentsand their families. ince thermid-1960s therWEishiligtan Office of the CollegeeBoard

fished_ last spring . entitled-Ana:idol ;aid toP . Se 1 f-Skipjk rting Sut Defining

has focused special ttention "ori the exPansion of fedetal need-based istance
ggrrains and has co eted Policy research'oh student ai including a kiddy pub-

'' Inclepenflehce;:l Would ligoUsIbinit a: copy of that report for the bearizy; record.
..One.of itkeaeutbors,'Aleff P. Wagner,- obis me tOciay, in presenting this testimony..

' The notice of thia.heailiig requested ur response' totvv6questions: first,'what the
data and analysis indietife about 'the extent Of abuse of the i independent; studs t

, definition; and secongliesed" on our udies, what changes should beConside n
th .current federelAefinition. -: .-..- ,-. .'.,'._ : ,-; -,:,4,...,:,;, 1 iT,-:. .". ,... ..,,-: ,:;,4,:fore ,turnings ta-t questielia;:lit':aii9kiaMpianCoa; than.a r

priiel:tro the tationiOritatistiCaUdeKtindiiiiele'dore do
e roc :of

at:Parents liti e'
,-wit.h.aid awe

extent of their fig
tptvhe are truly in

teparantal resod
heated by shifting pat
nelitudent of,"college ale'.' is becoming less typical of the rthstseco

non.. -Many young,peopla are stretching out their education? enrolling.
stopping out," or alterhatingsperiods of work and education. More adults °ing to higher education: for a "second chance" or retraininiL and 'mid-

Pthange. No one would -argue that the parental obligation lasts indefinitely',It re tct.i.dralk the line is the "qtiestion. At what paint, or under what' cirturn-
,shoulit parents. beviewea. es having no father respOnsibilhy to suppOrt

kepring's education ?` The'crux -of this important public.policy issue is more
phical and subjective than nealytical..-- i-. .

e distinction between dependent and independent students has potentially'aig-
cent financial implicationb. With fedeol cutbacks and generally leskstudent aid0 to go around, trade-offs are becOming More acuee:lhe amount ofiaid awalicd-
6:students who are treated as self-supporting is determined solely On the basis oferowp. income and assets. If students whose kiarelits could reasonably,be expect-

, to-Aielp pay college costs are able to takeadvantage of.aid proSiares by qualifying
der self-supporting ..clefinitigns -less iii6noy will be availably for legittreetely

y, dependent and independent students. . --, It - °
What are the perceived, flawsin tht current federal defihition?;rhe,federal,defini,

tion;now in force, which looks much the same today as ikhen it originated inkthe
1960's, has three parts;, (1) a residence criterion. (inaAns"t have lived with parent or

. gtfardign foamore than six weeks'per yearr, (2) alinancial-supporttriterion (intistv-not haVe received, more than $750 in a 'her, from parents ors,guardians); (3) an
'income talc deduction criterion (may not have been claimed as a dependent by
parent or guardian for federal-income tax purposes). The'firsktwo parts of the test,
financial support.end residence, are difficult to verify anti canSe Numb circhnivent-
ed. In-kind support froth parents and gifts from' Wends end relativary; for example,
can simply baoverlooked. As for the income tax criterion, familie et, chaise to do
so can give up the exemption for the otherwise dependent' stude iaOmber,. and -In
--most'cased the greater tax liability will be more than offset b the stildent's in; :',

creased eligibility for student aid on a self-Supporting basia. And ilies that have le, .I not planned ahead, in this way can file amended tax returns of the: act to cap- ::,;:,,,.,ture the sanlacalculated benefits. So while the third part of the Ohl definition is . . "1-e
verifiabla(through collection of sign0 copies of the federal in atax forth -fropi.'
the parents), aid administrators rep -rt that the rule is maninel tedby arieestaflme
students and faniilies. . , ,. . -, 4_, - - ,", .;; -- , ,

The potential. financial trtide-offs and the perceived loopholes i ' be current feller-alal definition have already-had two important lesults in practice") ' ' , °1. Liberalization in the way need is measured'for independent students has been -
deferred in recent years-, largely to avoid providing greater incentives for dependent
students 64,declare indePendence. Existing need analysis systems appear, to treat
many self-supporting students too harshly. Congress called for, changes' in this '

- regard when it passed the Education Amendments of 1980, and there has been
growing sentiment among financial aid administrators that need an isishould be '
less confiscatory in the treatment of the indeperidagt student:s res' Ives. But by
and farge such reforms have been held in abeyance-Mcatise ()fie widespread percep- .

tion. that the current federaLviteria' for establishing independence are too permis-

,,,, ,

' 0 :

to.48 .0:ilig ti9 lieoitikitentaidasititainjince the 19 has
' the -assutimitio he primary' eigigatiOn. te'Pay:foi\theitr Children's'

higher educe 'to,the studentorily after'tha pate halie:ption-
. tributed tdi t eint ability. A:.:Corollary-Evisinnption is therfhe ;.needs °TA ependent bf their families should be juci:tOWith-.

.4' .04f/ref . Applying-these 'assumptions in the 1980iii-lioiv,
even rnaof colleidAttendance. The traditional,f 1-time de
clary,
Pal
are
Pa
hit
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sive. Thus trulY.independent students are beingpenalized in terms of the amount of
aid they receive because of apparent problems ill the definition.

2. A growing number of states and institutions have.ad 443 ted stricter criteria for
determining self-supporting sfattla under their own studen aid programs, rega'rdless
of the federal definition. Of the ten states operating the largest needbased state
scholarship programs in, the country, seven now require a tighter demonstration. of
independence than is necessary under federal rules. The Subcommittee will 'hear
from one of those states, Pennsylvania, at this hearing. Theothers include: Califor-
nia,-Indiana, Minnesota, New Jerse', New York, and OW). An eight state, Illinois,
which is also represented at this hearing, I understand tis ono record calling for: a
change in the federal definition; Illinois is obligated to follow the federal rule since
its scholarship program is tied directly to the Pell Grant system.

Now let me-turn to the College Board study, which we initiated over a year ago to
review the available national data that might suggest the erkent of Ihe RroblemAnd
to inform thb search for an improved definition. Our aims wdre to estimate: (a) 'Who
is, qualifying as independent under the current rules, and (b) who Would be affected.
by various options for change. Two limitations of the analysis should be noted:

First; the data are drawn from a federallysponsored sample survey of studepts
enrolled in 1979-80 (Study of the Impact of-Student Financial Aid Programs, or
SISAP). There Is almost always a lag of a few years in the availability of such repre-

"sentative national data. The drawback, of course, is that the data analysis does not
reflect any changes in enrollment patterns or student behavior since 1980.

Second, the survey data are limited to undergraduate enrollments. Thus our anal-
ysis does not suggest how changes in the definition of independence might affect the
participation ofgraduate students in the aid programs. A different siittpf consider-
ations is involved in how the independent student definition affects students in the
various graduate and professional fields. In the final analysis, the Subcommittee
may conclude that separate criteria tare necessary and appropriate to determine
selfsupporting status of undergraduate and graduate students, rathe than applying
the,same definition to both as is currently the case 'under Title IV of the Higher

'Education Act. The College Board study and .this testimoiny, however, do not speak
directly to-this question.. .
.,;'he Current Definition: What the Data Tell Us

The number of students'-dlassified asindepefident under t e federal definition has
grown repidly in all aid programs during the past ten yea For example, between
1976 and 1982 independent applicants in the Pa.-Grant p gram increased by 50
percent, from 1.2 million to 1.8 million.

It is clear that a at part of- this growth stems from increased enrollment of :-

older individuals, moff of whom are unquestionably on their own financially. Be-
cause of the generalvaging of. the postsecondary student population, the number of
legitimately §elf-supporting undergradutate students is likely to rise whether or not
the definition is tightened. As Alan Wagner and Nancy Carlson write, the "inde-
pendent student problem" is, in large measure, the problem of "how to accommo-
date a student population that is,becoining increasingly independent under any defi-
nition." ,

At the same time, the data indicate recent growth in the numbers of younger, un-
married students in the independent category. In 1979-80 about 25 percent of finan-
cially independent undergraduates were 24 years of age or younger and single, with
no dependents; about 10 percent, of independent undergraduates were 21 years of
age or younger and -single, with no dependents., The analysis suggests that part of
the increase in the ber of independent students is coming from these single,
younger age groups. , ; ,, .

One cannot draw irm CisneAtlilsions about the extent of abuse of the independedt
student definitien based on such data. The analysis is only suggestive. Likewise, sev-
eral states have attempted to gauge the potential scope of abuse. Studies in Califor-
nia, Pennsylvania, and Minnesota tracing students over several years show that 15
to 25 percent of independent student aid't ecipients qualified as "dependent" as re-
cently as two years previously. What all these analyses suggest is that a part of the

.problem may be. the result of otherwise dependent students in younger age groups

) ,and their families making calculated arrangements to qualify as self-supporting for
,purposes of student aid.

I also wish to reemphasize,that the national data -do not yet reveal changes that
may have taken place in the past three years. And it is worth noting in this regard
that a new and potentially strong incentive for middle to upper middle income stu-
dents to declare independence-has been in effect since 1981.. In that year Congress

,* imported a $30,000 family income cut-off (with a need test required above that level)
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for Guaranteed Student Loans. The flat income cap permits virtually all students
who' claim to be financially independent of their parents to qualify for.subsidized
loans regardless of what other resources they might have available. Data on recent
borrowing patterns in New York State may reflect the results of this situation. The
overall dollar volume of GSL and the total number of loans declined by an estimat-
ed 13'percent in New York in 1982-83 as a consequence of the federal imposition of
the $30,000 income cut-off. The number of borrowers, however, in the income catego-

. ry ,below $10,000 jumped by an estimated 25 rcent. This pattern may well have
resulted from substantial numbers of students declaring themselves to be financially
independent of their parents to qualify. lin. the program.

. .

'Findings about A nen ati ieDefnitions
There are' everarpdesibilitles for;tig.htenin& the:,etirient:federil definition, some

have already been implemented by. #rioils states and institutions The poe-:
. . . '

Extended tax .indepenence.Applicahts be-rrequired. to show they were not
clainied as a dependent on a.. federal income. tax form for three or four years (up
from two years' in the current definition). California and Washington State haie
both adopted a four-year. tax independence requirement in a qUest for expanded,
verifiable and 'direct evidence of the student's finanical separation from the parents.

The National Coalition for Student Aid, as indicated in its testimony tcrthe Sub-
committee today, has, endorsed this approach. My own organization, thrbugh the
College Scholmhip Service (CSS) Council, is also on record favorinfLextended tax
independence. The CSS Council position is.tentative and will be revisited during the
course of regional meetings of the College Board in the beginning of 1984; other ap-
proaches to possible reform of the independent student definition will be under con-
sideration.

Age.The most Neill) understood, strai ?htforward, and verifiable addition to the
current definition is an age criterion.-Indiana and New York, for example, require .,
that all students under age.22, with certain limited exceptions, apply as depeddent-
students: Students above age 22 in these states .must meet the conditions of the
three-part federal definition. .

Proof of self-sufficiency. A major objection to the ,fideral .definitidn is that it .

allows students to be classified as independent without evidence that they have es-
tablished a pattern of self-supporting behavior. A self - sufficiency test would require
students to document (through tax returns'or 'records of nontaxable income) that
they have had the financial resources to support themselves in households separate .

from their parents. Variations on such a self-sufficiency requirement have been im-
plemented by several states as well as some colleges and universities.

.Being married and/or having dependents.The presence of a spouse or other de-
pendents might be taken as a reasonable proxy.for financial independence. For stu-
dents in the younger colteg&age brackets, marriage alone is perhaps not sufficient
grounds for relieving parents of responsibilities for educational support, but the
presence of dependents other than a spouse might signify a;; truly independent
household.

The Wagner-Carlson analysis estimated the effects of options using various combi-
nations of all the above criteria. This testimony stresses alternatives involving age
and extended tax independence, since these are the approaches being most widely
discussed. In capsule here are the salient findings:

Extending the tax independence ,requirement for 'two additional. years has ahout
the same' affect on the total number .of independent students as an option that de-
fines all students below age 22 as dependent and uses the current federal test. for
those 22 and above. In both cases the number of undergraduates classified as inde-

4 pendent would drop by about 15 percent.
Using just an age criterion (under 22 equals dependent; over 22 equals independ-

ent) vastly increases the number of independent students in the 22 to 24-age group.
Defining all students under age 22 as dependent would in 1979-80 have caused

roughly 100,000 18 to 21 year old stu;lt,ts with dependents of their own to bezeclas-____ .

sified from independent to depende , a reclassification some might argue with on
philosophical grounds.

Whether one automatically counts students age 25 and over as self-aupporting or
applies the current federal definition does not make a great dearof difference. Most
students age 25 and up will qualify as independent in either case.

CONCLUSION

Let me now summarize our.response to the two questions posed for this hearing.

J.
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On the extent of abuse, no available national data can firmly ascertain to what
degree the current definition of independent status is being circumvented contrary
to the spirit if not the letter of federal policy.. We can only draw inferences from
data on trends in the number and; characteristics of students classified as self-sup-
porting. We know that a large source of; growth in the number of such students is
the increased enrollment of adults, but part of the growth is' also corning from the
yophger, traditional college age groups. One can infer from the data that there is a
problem and that it is not insignificant. Also,, recent develepmente not reflected in
currently available national data may be accelerating the trend toward-independ-
ence at the younger age levels.

Whatever the extent of abuse, what should be- the federal response? One possibil-
ity is for the federal govbrnment not to make a'change but to let states and institn
tions make adjustments on their own, as is already taking place. My own view is
that there is a compelling case for revision of the federal criteria, if only in the in-
terest of consistency. No onecertainly not studentswill gain by the proliferation
of 50 different state definitions as well as a number of institutional variations. Con
tinned movement in this direction' will only complicate student aid application
forms and the coordination of federal, state; and campus programs.

To be specific in answer to your request for a recommendation on how to change
the federal definition, we suggest the following:

Switch to an age criterion for those under age 22 (equals dependent) and over 25
(equals independent) and limit the requirement of the current three-part definition
(or an extended version of it) to 22-24,year olds. Exceptions to the blanket assump-
tion of, dependence under age 22 could be made for students who have dependents of
their own, orphans and wards of the court, and perhaps others.

Based on our analyses and review of other available evidence, this approach
would offer many advantages, easing the administrative burden while at the same
time increasing verifiability. Symbolically, it would also reinforce the assumption of 0.

parental responsibility through at leaSt the traditional ages spanning undergrad-
uate education. I.

Many factors will have,to be considered in changing to any such new definition.
Some observers have questioned the legality of an age criterion in view of age dis-
crimination laws, though such a barrier to changing the definition seems remote.
Also, as I noted earlier, the effects on graduate and professional students must be
reviewed.

I do believe, however, that a change is needed. If there is a single feature of stu-
dent aid programs today that undermin)m confidence in the system because of dis-
parities in the way different students of like circumstances are treated, it is the
definition of self-supporting status. The higher education reauthorization should be
an opportunity to devise a new federal definition that distinguishes more simply,
fairly, and accurately between studrita who can depend on parental support and
those who cannot.

Mr. Chairntan, we hope these observations and suggestions prove useful to the
Subcommittee. My colleague Alan Wagner and I shall be glad to answer any ques-
tions.

STATEMENT OF LARRY GLADIEUX, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
WASHINGTON OFFICE OF THE CO EGE BOARD, ACCOMPA-
NIES BY DR. ALAN WAGNER, COAUT OR OF "FINANCIAL AID
FOR SELF-SUPPORTING STUDENTS: FINING INDEPENDENCE"

Mr. GLArilEux. Thank you, Mr. C irman and members of the
subcommittee. I am Larry Gladieu executive director of the
Washington office of the college board. thank you for the opportu-
nity to testify on this important issue.

My office of the college board does policy research on student aid
including.a study we commissioned and issued earlier this year en-
titled, "Financial Aid for Self-Supporting Students: Defining
Independence." I would like to s bmit a copy of that full report for
the record. One of its coauthors, lan P. Wagner, is with us today.
There wasn't room at the table but he is here to help amplify
some of the findings of that stud

IA copy of the study, "Financial Aid for Self-Supporting Stu-
dents: Defining Independence," follovisd
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Foreword

Tho bsdrodkofneed-baud student assistance potiei since the Iy s has been

the raumptlon that have Rho Or*** Uga lotffo -prof for ?Mir

hare eaetribtiIist to the exf it of it
Costs runUnue and shadisitiWgMainald'adadfse*MOdnbaelYeall agree
that this traditional. expectatiaof parental re ondbillgand sacrifice MU have to
be raiofotad

Yet for growing hisrobors of students enrolled in priabeconduy education.
the presumption.ofptreeeulsuppat biomedical or questiosia' bk. The Ultima
dependent student of "nilleips age"(11-21) has become less and lea typical Of the
college-going opul ation and will become milli= solo this decade and the but
More adults are returning to higher education fora 'second chance' or retraining
and nikkoreer dome. At the same time young people are stretdsing out their
education, candling parttime, stopping out, at alternating periods of worst and

education. No one argues that theiparentai obligation should last indefinitely, but
where to draw the tine will perhaps be the most vexing issue of student aid policy
in the years ahead. Should the determination be keyed automatically to such
beton as the student's age or marital, family, or veteran status? 70 whatextent, if
any, should parents be obligated to support their dTsprints graduate and

Professional education? 410

Much is at slake in distinguishing as accurately and as raid?ascibuibk
between dependent and inde pehde n t students. With less student aid way to go
around, tradeoffs are becoming more acute. Aid to students who a d self-
supporting is awarded solely on the basis of their own Income an not on

the financial well-being. of their, patents. If 'WON, whose could
reasonably be expected to help pay College costs are able to of aid

programs by fyuag under seddupporting definitions, be
available for egitinutely needy students. The,thalienge fat f and

campus poi' makers will be how fastreen out students who m
system wit out being unfair to those who ought to be viewed as
adults, for whom an expectation'of parental support would be inapprop

This eport is a careful examination of a tangled policy issue. The. study
reviews isting data on postseconday undergraduates and concludes that much
of the recentarowth in the number dIndependent students stems from Increased
enrollments of older individuals, mantd whom are indeed on their own
financially. As the authors note, the 'independent student problem' is, In large
part, the problem of 'how to accommodate a studentnopulation that is becoming
increasingly independent under any definition." .

;

At the same time, the data indicate recen t growth in the number oronmarried
IS to 21,year-old students classified as independent. Young, single students
without dependents still represent only 10 percent dell self-supporting students,
but their number is increasing. It Is this group that causes much of the Concern
over how to define independence for student aid purtoses fairly and Accurately:

BEST COPY AVAILABiE



Several alternitliVes to the prevailing federal rules for establishing Indepen-
dence have been diecUised In recent years.' This analysis uses data on.1979-80
uncle rgredUate, enteilnients from federalli*teniciredlinrSOY (Study Of the

"Impact of Shident Financial Alit PrOgratnsi conducted bYPPlied Management
,

Sciences) to estiontio'chingelin the number and CharacterietIcs of indePendont
student' under alleinallvIrdeBnitions.

The options Chosen for analysis are not necessarily the specific ones that will
be debated byOOlicy makeri this Yosir or IntheYears ahead. But they encoMPasi a
large enough range of pOssibilitlis that the analysis will serve toe reference for the
continuing ROO discuesionS; !:

' There are Important limitations; of course; in any such statistical analysis.
The study relies 'on data describing college student in the 'School year 1919480.
More recent data would always be PreferahreZflist the iuthors worked with Whitis
available Its addition, avallabiadoa-::are restricted: to undergraduate
enrollments.'Accordingly,,the' analy "sls does not suggest' how% changes in the
definition of independence might affect the participation of graduate students in
the aid programs. : ".'' . ;.. '.

Data limitations 41;104. the analysis providet an empirical backdrop, for 'the
dotiateori an issue that Is too often misperceived and too reatillyoventimpillied.

The Streetcar Message froth this study, is that there no easy; clearcut Solutions.
This study; was conducted by Alan P. Wagner an economist at the Center for

Educational Retearch and Policy Studies at the State UniversitY,Of New York at
Albany, and Nenti Carlson, Research Aiiistantin the Washington Office of the
College Board; sy

Many, other, indiVidUals provided assistance` and adviceideng the, way. Janet,
S. guided the project and ensured that the presentation of the results was
as clear and timely as poisible.DOnaltilic04.ffeiedInsights and reactions which
helped paperin important WaYe.YChariee,:BYee,prOVided,,,sottrid
judgments 'and auggeStionion the ,dant..analysta,,'PaUfSibgeljend Steve, Carter.
facilitated. -*Casa tn.; relevant, unpublished
comments aim:scam from Don M. Battortondoe Paul Case; wiiiiinicayensugh,
Donald 'Gillespie,: Miry MurphyVJamea White,and Niiiiti:Wieltattom. James
Farrell:and"WilliaM Ferri's' edited ,.thor manuscript Irene WU; Valerie Bullock,'
Diane Erving, and Winailoptange typedind proofed 14 and Teerta Chet° assisted
in the PreParation Of. earIY, Mita -arid tables.

;" A policy:lesearch-grant from the Ford Foundation helped make this study
p'ossible,

Lawrence E. Gladieux
Executive, Director
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Tbe 'definition of financial Independence as it appllea to SiUdenta has troubled
administrators of student financial assistance programs for many years:'A.

key aisumptton of the student kid systint Is that parents are responsible for the...
postsecondertediteallonexnenses.ofthetr chIldralklOtht ehtertt of their ability to

paixo An essential corollary s that.ttie iltutitainEtilled(Orltutret\kiihbitre
Independent of their Muffles should be Judged wIthOUtitifirenee to *parental:
resources: The problem Is to spe011Y and implement criteria that aatisfactorily
distinguish between! independent and dependent 'students.' . .

Recent developments have renewed Interest in the definition of financial
independence for student aid pUrposes. The number of Independent students has

groWn rapidly in all aid programs. For example; between 1976 and1982 financially
indepen den t spoil cants in the federal government's multibIllIon-doller Pell grant
program increased by 50 percent (from 1.2 million to 1.8 million). Thiegrowth has

attracted the attention of officials in the Reagan Administration, concerned both
with emphasizing parental financial responsibility and With cutting program costs.
They have outlined 11 options for tightening thaexistintdefinition of financial
Independence- (se trA endix requirements'Used- by-some -stateuand_____________

In stitutions, ' In. administering.. their own funds are nlready . more stringent
than those used In fedeiipfogratni.-;',...: L. 7

. College officials, too, irettissitisti ed with the current definition. Aid officers,
who have to account forth° properuse Of public stUden taid subsidies, have a .

cult time verifying all the iniormatIon provided by applicants and families to prove
financial dinendence Or Ind epend once. At the same time; aid officers hive to deal

with anomalies. in the current:methods of establishing independence.On'the
one hand,. they encounter students who qualify as independent Under existing
rules but,Who.cannot demonstrate either visible Meins of self-support or the -

existente 'of a separate househald. On the other, then See Increasing numbers of
(usually older) aid applicantifor whom 'die existing rules seem unnecessary and

overly_burdensonr; :":". '1"

A final reason for renewed attention to. the definition of student financial-
independence is that the current. need anelysissysiem appears to treat hide-

.. pendent students too harshly, In part to avoid creating Incentive's for dependent
'students to establish independence as a way of qualifying for more aid. There' is
growing interest in the aid community in Making need analysis lessconfiscatory In.

the treatment of an independent student's resources.ThIs change, It Is widely

agreed, must be accompanied by a better way of detemining which students are
truly self.-supporting and Which still hive financial ties to their parents'. The chat-,
lenge is to develop and Implement a definition that distinguishes simply, fairly,

. and appiopriately between students who can depend on parental .support and.

those who cannot.
This paper Was written to help Inform the search for an improved definition

by providing a quantitative analysis of "the independent student problem!' and of .;

options for chenge. Such an analysis is made poiSible a unique data base
containing financial and demographic in formationab out undergraduate students



In aced f197940.This dile bilsaWito dot 0 ddri tithe federallyenon-'
sOrettO of tholtripict.ofStddonMnonilal A logs, I" (SWAP), arid we
have died It, along with sonic sdnniernentaridatosotirces,lo xamlne tho noPula-
don' of Indenendootstudents:Under current federal rules,. n4,10 estimate die
effects of changing` lheio ;[

TWO Important .covents are: in order, Pint; because SI PAP covered Only
undergraduate studonts,oUr analysiiis als0 limited to underg ad Woo, We do not
examine the gradUate student population at nil.This populatl Is not eligible for
some Oudot aid programs (o,g,, Pell penis) and receives -;nsIderable 'did In
others (cm; Guaranteed Studentloans),Policy makers cons dosing changes In
the definition of Independent students' ud weigh the likelY, acts on graduate
students and on programs in which they participate, Second, o r analysis is based
on the population of undergraduate students In 1979-80 as des .ribed bYSISFAR.:
BeCallie charatteristfes'Of undergraduate may have Changette rleiti197980;odr
estImates.may. not lotallAsofleckligtxuriont otudent:poptilatt

This paper is divided:into three parts,lhe first part dent ties independent
students us defined by existing federal reghlatioris and examin s why these stu,
dents are increasing In numb es; The available :date: and p Wished' renoits;-',
examined show that 31tidents.wh o ant older or headsof their own amides account
for a sizable share of the increase In the. pool of independent students, and their,
numbers seem likely to continuo grOwing. In 1979;80, only 10 percent of kali-
daily independent undergraduates were both under.22 yeariold and single, with
no dependents,In. this respect, the current: delinitioriippeani havO excluded
most of a subgroUp usually considered lobe done rident On parental Support, How-
ever, the data also suuest that parr- of the increase in Independent studentsis
coming fiom this 'younger, single group. Over time, therefore,: the number df..
younger,. sIngle_independenLitudents_Maycoptirue1o.grow-ifr.the Afinition of
independence remains

The second pert, on . alternative definitions, reviews earlier studies of nos- .
sible refinements irt,the, definjtiOn. Of financial:. independence. and identifies..
several criteria that might be used In modifying the definition, It also, illustrates
several Options for,change and uses the SISFAP data to estimate hOW each option
would affect the number aracand chteristics of Undergraduates qualifying as inda

The final section summarizes:key issues and presents conclusions . .

4.



Under current federal law, finapilal aid applicants pre 'deo d financially
independent of their parents if they satisfY three criteria,

(1) a eesIdence criterion (may not have lived with parent orgiattiator mote
than. stit'Weeke,per:year); It e

(2) an Income tax deduction criterion (ITIRY,P0Ibei9.))..911!10filn1P4ingerlilf.
. dent by parent or Ittardieri, for federal Income' tax purposes),

(3) slippori criterion (musl not have recelyed more tha0 $750 In a
year from parents or guardians). ' "

.;The
, .

.

s criteriathe "tri&form test-lreapy d In t otli the pre viOUS calendar year
and the year of enrollment for applicanti who are single. In. the' 82-3_
school year, married atudents must satlify.ihe criteria only for one yelr: The .
qualifying definitions are presented shore ildly In the adloining box. ^.'

--WHAT IS-AN INDEPENDENT- STUDENT?
Current Federal )

In 1982-83 an indeliendent student li defined as

A single student who for 1981 and 1982 ,

-(1) Has not lived and will not live for more than six weeks In each
year in the home of parent(e);

.(2) Has not been claimed and will not be claimed as a dependent
for federal Income tax Purposes by parent(s); and

(3) 'Has not received and will not receive financial assistance"

of nittre than $750 in each year from parent(s); or

A married student who for 1982

( I) Wilt not live for more than six weeks in the home ofparent(s);
, .

(2) Will .not be claimed a dependent for federal income :tax
ptirposes by parent(s); and . %.

(3) Will not receive financial assistance of more thin $750 him
parengo r.

tt.11

..

"Parents" include natural parents and other caretakers (*guardians,
whose income must be reported according to regulations governing 'I

federal student aid. programs.



, A Profile of
independent'

Students

Under thee orlterfe, who are the independent students? In the 1979.80 a0a
denileyear, an estimated 1,9 mIllionJundergroduates met the definition of nitae.
dal independence.' Of these, 54 percent, or 1.6 million students, actually received
some.form of student aid from the federal govgnment.

. , As the figures In Table 1 Indicate, 01 Independent population' includes
relatively large numbers Of students who arc male, minority, older, and heads of
multiporson households, With about 55 percent above 11 years of age, most
financially indepIndent undergraduates were older than the traditional 18. to 11
yearold age group. And nearly 62 percent claimed at least one dependent or were
married. Looked at another way, only 10 percent of flryficlaily Independent

'undergraduates were both under 22 yeareold and single: With no dependents.
Pinally,,Belf-supporting st4dentiln 197940 chose nontraditional postsecondary
schoolldg options: fully one third enrolled parttime, while S4 {lucent selected the
shorter programs offered at commUnity colleges, proprietary institutions.

.Flows In the Although modified to reflect changing economic sod family circumstances

Current. Definition' over timethe dollnitioneftfinancial independence remains hugely as It Wes In the
1960'e Practically from Its IncePtion, the definition has been 'a source of
controversy. 'Al the center of the debits is whether, In fact, the criteria In the hi-
form test adequately separate students who cannot lay claim to parental support
from those who can. The current definition raises three concerns.

The first Is whether the three criteila In the la-form test are sun .
dent to determine when Students and parents have severed signifIciint economic
ties. The issue has two dimensions. One Involve' the practical problem of
measuring the presence or stosencek of an economic relationship. The ocher
Involve/ nOrMailY0 _JUdIMOnttibalt _.w hen._ manta _ be_ rend ved
responsibility for their chIlcisen'S expenses. . ,

The second concern- Is whether the criteria used to establish finan.
dal indapende nee can be verified. As Henson (1974) and Hansen and Lemon=
(1974) point out, the financial supped end.residence criteria are rather
circumvented, Inkind (as opposed to cash) support from parents; for example.
may not be reporied.,01111 from friendsand relatives may alio be ignored. As a
result, a student can establish Manilal independence and still indirectly receive)
family support ; -

The final concern is whether the definition gives incentivei, to stu-
I dents and their families to change from dependent to independent status In order

to obtain a larger public subsidy for educational expenses. Such a change in
dependency statue would violate .the intent, if not the legal Wording, of the

I. The date come from special tabulations of the SISFRPR MS student questionnaire database
(Department of Hesith, Educetion end Welfare. IPSO). For more detail. see "Redefining Financial
Independence" end Appendi B.'
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Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, SISFAP Student Questionnaire data flue, medal tabulations, See text and
Appendix B. '''



definition, Hinson. and Lampman (1974)' and When have shown that the
potential gain from changing dependency status In the grant program is
sizable, For example, a family or four at the lowest income quartile could forego
five Mil of reduCed ,Ikea by giving up the, exeniption for the otherwise
dependent itudent member -at 11 coot of.$1,000 in' Increased tax liability, That
greater liability would be more than offset' by the student'a increased chi.
bility for a Pall grant: over 4 years, pith' pristance could be anywhere
from $2,000 to $3,000 more Oran if the student hannimilned dependent' Out this
differential is misleading, Pinenclal aid packages Inch assistance from other'
federal, slate, Institutional, and private sources, When the subildies In the entire
financial aid package are Compared to tax benefits, the differential might well be
much smaller, This would certainly be true If the Institution's aid office (or the
state scyarship program) used ,mote exacting criteria 10 determine Pun.
clariridependence, . , "

,

Effects of the
students wham "truly* indepe nden t? The evidence, marshalled from Co Mt us and

Have the increases In independent undergraduate enrollments come from

Current Definition uncial aid progrenr.data, suggests that the answer la "partly yes, pertly no,".
cording to dila' obtained from the Census Bureau's October Current

Population Survey (CPS) Sides, the `pool of "potential* undergraduates has
become older ii,nd includes more single Individuals, Potential undergraduates are
Individuals who have graduated from high school but have not completotfour
Years of college, The aging of the potential student pool can be seen in t able 2.
Prom 1976 to 1978. the pool Increased by 6,3 percent, and by 4,7 percent rthiii1978'
to 1980.Younger cohorts generally increased by less than the overall rite, while
the older cohorts experienced a greeter then overall rate of youth, Importantly,
undergraduate on railments also Increased most rapidly In the older poops, wItose
members are likely to be Independent? , "

A more detailed look at the census date; hoWever; shggests that the aging of
the student populationpopulation:m'ay not bo the only season foithilnctease In independent

, . .

2, These are estimatel of the aitthors,The lost las savings ODO iea20:percenlmrirylnilratefor
. each or Qve yogi (the pier (Audit% enrollment end Nur yaw In college), The un urnid sae motion,

at $1,000 per gem, Weds to a $200.parlear Increase In tax naltuoy. Pa gran) celculations assume a
family of fakir it the loWestineortie quartile (about S13,000 In 1912-13) with no unusual eapenws
and no assets above allowable (*BMWs. Our calculations show the net gain Is even greater for high
Income rem litre, And, overllme, the netgaln to Mg hInconte families from circumventing the syste m
In thiswiy has not dectessed. Rather; the more liberal Iteelmenlof familial with dependent children,
ushered In with the Middle Income Student Assistance Act, was eccompanled by asimilat easing:in
the contribution calculations for lielfsupporting students. Details ere available from the author'.

3, Using informatiori supplied In the,1936.11urvey Winsome and Education (S1E), Hill and ,.
Proomkin (1952) find that about 10 percent of postsecondary students above age 25 were dependent
on their patents. However, since they did not have the student and family data necessary to determine.
independence under the financial aid definition; 11111 and Proomkin used other criteria that ire:
somewhat more restrictive. See 11111 man. .
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students,More ounterstudentemaybequaliyinga.flnandellylndspandantal
will Al shown in Table 3, large increases in enrollmenti engine II to 24 year olda
clualfled gee "Wink, not In a Amity" occurred over the 1971 to 1910 period,' The
number of stick students Increased by 3,3 percent Oyer the two years, while the
numbers Oran/nail .1Uldergraduates In Otte group remained about the nme

nercentk- ,.
.

Than date indrimilar dale on Ilnancialeld applicants seem to show two cape.
rats groups (Voting the growth In -the numbers of financially Independent
'Wants., Viral, a growing,pool of.Older potential undergraduatss provided over
half the Increase in lode pendentatUdent ennolIments. However, enrollments also
increased kin yditnget, unhurried group, many of whom qualified is Pelf;
supporting, it li the growing enrollment from the latter group ttl$ has caused
concern,

Why' have enrollment rates increased among younger, singles students,
especiallyeingle Independent attfdentaT.The popular reading of the ilannes Points ..:
to the incentives for young adults Otherwise dependent on thalr families to form

se pareti haul-eh-014 in order tialfilitera Mounts of !Makin-11d, Helton
et sl (1974) estimated that parents 0(4(411110 Independent student; Oved about
92 billion annually in expected .contributions toward education expenses, Pre.:
nimbly the tab its picked 'up by student aid,'

An alternative interpretation, also consistent with the data, recognizes that
ht$h unemployment rates among young adults and increases in student old.

4. In the CPI, 'family member" an widened toe "primary family' if they usually live with the
family; those designated as family members would almost certainly be dependent fa financial aid
purposes. The other two groups, mewled and other IndividOes not usually 114 ins with their families,
aid somewhel more likely to be Judged independent. A supplement to the October 1913 CPS re.
quested the informerlon necessery to determine dependence under the Worm lest (U.S. Depart.
mint of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,1973). The tabulations presented In the published report
moist that the Cemut-fitIngle, in famifr, calegorY_Identlfled .deperiden(Students quite wait
AIM19101111te Iti.fom tatt,4.6 million undergreduates were determined to independent in 1973
compared to 4.3 million ciessiffed es Jingle family members In the NMI CPS. The remaining
dif eencenMntsdiR' nnceain1MegetcovendtnthetueulatlonbendIntheletlmnloteumnriy
married students, Nontlhelels, the figures are remarkably close, Le4 (191)) also vied CPS data tq
search for changes In the sloe °fond enrollment from polentlelly" Independent groups Identifled
Mrs (1.s., (hose not tiring In a *primly family". Our work, differs from Lees In two Important
wayr (I) Lee compares data collected in 1974 and 1911, While we evamlne trends hem1976 to 1910;

13) Lee comblnemerried,"'single, not In family," ondagegroupkwhIls we aiming these troupe
separitaly.This last difference Is panicularly Important because the trends for the Ilk lo 34.yeasold
married group ryas opposite to changes In the "single, not In family/ group. Thus, Lee's presentstion
hides important differences In the Ole of and enrollments from e subgroup of Particular in twist 10
policy makers concerned with ffnenclal aid.

5. Pine ncial aid program data, culled from information supplied to the Pell vent program and
-Me College Scholarship Service (CSS) by 'potential students seeking financial aid, indicate an

Increna in radar and rounder applicant& Prom 1975 to 1910, the 33.3 percent Inc 00000 from the
youngest Independent Pell grant applicants (19 year' or Ho) exceeded the 43.3 percent increase

across all age groups (um Table C.1). Information obtained from the CSS Ming population(Table C.
2) shows a decline in the average age of independent Mery over the 1977-71 to 1979-10 period. This
pattern holds for independent applicants at every year In school.

lfrtt
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Source; Penentesee ettletated from US, Department of Corwin*, gums of Census 11911a,
1911b, 1913). Uncleraroduele enrollment* from U.12, Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Consul (1911b). Poteotiel tlederveduatee ere denoted ne persona who hero prowled frau high
school, but have not somproted four roan in cones.,

between 1978 and 1910 may have affected Colletteonfollolool
Both dio1181111

would have greatly increased the attractlyeneis of postsecondary schooling to all
18. to 24year.old potential undergraduate..00N already Hitwupporting In this
age group may simply have responded mokroadlly.'

In stun, the census and proving bt, growing Pooh litOldsf polail
tial and actual undergraduates, along with *teasing enrollments drawn from
Younger, single (and possibly. independent) it ups, The aging of both potential
and actual students suggests that the number of legitimately Of-supporting
students Is likely to rise even lithe definition is tightened, and that policy makers
must ask how financial aid programs are to accommodate a student population'
that is becoming, under any definition, increasingly Independent.

6. Census data (Ur 0)1,1976 to 1980 period eutroon tiro else, Per the 16 la 24446011 cohort,
roe numberemployedlnemend by 141 percent Arommilto1971. then declined by 2,9 percent over
the 1978 to 1910 period, See Yams (1911).
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Redefining Financial
Independence

issansfaction with the current definition of independent students has stimun
LI Wed a number otprotiotals for thane.. Although widely discussed, few of
the No0134611' towns rot edditionet. criteria to determine Onandat
peottence- have been orehilly esentined. The following discussion reviews the
rands of 140941444 tot ImidOiting flnsnetal indepentlenWiltill Ststintelee-lint

.....11.fflettgAL olioAke tilatpaliva.4111nItiona sni ibtAuMbeiltinkstUtbotes Of indes-sZ'
pendent shidente,

What Has Deer, Proposals rot chant. have ringed from modtel to Ilea dome would silo.

ProposEl Mendel std truly' independent students through noid 4nalltie end aid
packaging, renter than by Wining the definition of (Mandel Independence.
Curtis (1974), for example, suggests that students And their parents be allowed to
chooes independent or dependent status. Those qualifying fat 1111 as dependent
students, however, would be eligible for larger vent. In Nit aid packages.
1 lens. n (1974) Mrin a similar proposal. Windbern,(1974) would drop the Melina
non between dependent and independent studente entirely. He proposes Mai
batkineershould be bald On the fitted °minim m" out o(attandlni Mu some

contribution from'snottor Meanie and soils: Any remaining *basic need" plus
other 'required' needs (t.g., support racoons' or gitiltirCn) could be mot through
long.temt loans or voluntary parental sOntributione i

These propOsals have the advantage Of nnttimIting the 040 of flaws In the
currant definition, minas Its tellinca on inidoquosoltburaw4om0,111b WW1
and unverineble 11111114. They represent., bOwever, a mentor departure frsjo
current'approschee becaule they do not troth*, an saeonnUns of regaatid
available to the atudont from all sources, Including Parents. Such proposals, tben.
are inconsistent with the prevailing view that parents retain the primary tesponsi
bility for helping to meet the educetIonal expends of their ofTiprinu

If parents do retain insponsibility for su Ppm*: the, problem Is ;Co distinguish
more effectively batiste** Students Who can lay claim to parental support and
those who cannot (and must support themselves). How to determine whether
(and when) a student has become truly* independent of parental and family
support remains an stnresoliid issue in existIne research' We limply do not know
which student households an truly seifeupportine. ,Without clear guidelines
from the mailable research, aid administrotors and policy makers have adopted
criteria that indicate both a lack of parental support and the existence of a saps.
tire, *independent! student household.

7, This Nothing approach to need 000000 mem has surfaced win tise proposals 'MONO by
11o1sh and Coss 114101 and Ileffron (1910).

.

1. Nun rsiough might extend owl on the economic; of the famlly (Including MlnasmIly
.

economic trangen) to Niter underdone ohm families Weer& do, lo, the *item so which they
support student edmatIonsammes. This eroulelse moused wish the vieotelfwhas famines iamb,
do. cs oN primed In the emoting denn(ilosts end current or proposed foully eoistritorlian Khedules.
See Wegner 09110. 1953).



How might theibitissitieo bS ihmOd to improve the laidfloaton Of Solo.
pendent Molina? A eeriar t Idelmalibleve beed edeintet. If impleMattede
than Prammie would add to OW want WINO* 011ielaflore of the Mowing
veillriai

reseeded tot leilependawei maim reatioitnte to show they ware not
calmed es e dependent for four aria (up from two am in the current &fifth
Oen), Proposals foceapended, verifiable, oltrytt evidence of Manila Indian+
dente Niue on extending the la independent* *v41041111 to four yeas, se has
been dons in California flu stele tit the additional, verifiable evidence of the
auditors financial aparetion from the arena and family Is viewed u a partial.
larly woos Indication of financial Independena,

Several recent studies document the Impeo of suds a clangs. Ins study come
pistol for the Pentaylvinte Masa actuation Assistance Authority, Jerry Davit
MS Wound Ihat II percent of the Olivia independent pot pant tedolants ore
ramified a dependant la the previoua year, Data calaited to a study at Mt
tiniversiq_0(Cerfiwnia illarita.Ctottrepl/ *elle pettallidllallitteerdiridee.
pendent Nominal aid iiirPientiivere deperbferTiat mealy as Iwo yam Oriel to
the current year (1,11111912), tillis end VanDuien (11111) provide lose for 11170.60
that indicate I) a rant Mfr. rent& the nurgete of etudenb (ad spirants ersel
nonionic:ants) qualifying as India-64M firratformie when the teaml defint
tion of financial Independence and she more raitrative Cathode definition are
compered, College Scholia/tip realm data for 1902-1) California financial aid
implicate show a 31 percent difference (Nesbitt 1914,

Apt require applicants tube at Irma 22 yam old, Perhaps the Simplot refine.
mint in the definition of flautist independence would be the addition of an ea
criterion, The use of an age requirentOnt follow/skid the vidw that older 'Wants ,
rely len On parental support than dO yOunpr students. In pad, this view relied;
reality (older students readye little support from parent In part, is is a subjective
Judgment (parents should not be expected to maw older offaringwhether
they wish to or not),

In either cue, the added age criterion would be an sully understood and
verifiebla refinement of the current definition. It has the advantage of simplicity
far applicants to well a for aid administratme.

Proof of ftel64011therot require applicants to show evidence of outside
Income sullideitt to support themselves when not in school. One objection to the
tai -form definition is that It allows siudenia to be classified as independen t t bout

9 see. rot *tempts. Whit4 (1953). LOOP (1911), (13. DenlnIneni gautiondn (19511. Ind
Appendix A



e

proying that they Italie had the (Mai:Chit resources to support themselves in sepa-
rate households from their parents. A Self-sufficiericyrequirementould be veri-
fied through tax returns or records nornmenting norimicable income.1°

. .

to. Being Murled andfor Having Dependents: require applicants to bi married or
to show evidence of providingfor'dependents. The presence of a spoUse or other
dependents is:Often seen .asiiiireasbnalikffpiWtOri fininalatf rnkiendenee7."'

-- "beiause it suggests the existence; of an independent household In
federal law requires mirriedittideptsWhciidsit MbeleonsidetedMdependent to'
pass the tri-form test only for the school yearin question,an easier proof thanthat`
MqUired of single ettidentiPSOOM'ohaeiveti feel that;nt leant for yOtingeiatti-
dents; marriage alone!idionid:nOt relieve: parents of responsibilities fididuta-

, Ilona' support. The presenUe of dependents OW than a ineaise; howe'v fight
signify a truly independent household. Such a criterion is verifiable u ng tax
returns or other redOrds:'

Elapsed Time from High School Graduation: require applicants to be at least
four years beyond the , date of high school graduation. This criterion his much in
common with the age criterion and eMphisizes the:view that parents, to the extent
they are ible, should finance the undergrnduate education of their offspring 'It
recognizes, however, that this pare Mal obligatiOn is less when the offspring is an
older student than When he or she proceeds immediately from high school to col
lege. lisMg an age criterion would accomplish about the same thing, however, and
would beeasier, to adminiSter.

.

In some proposals, one or more of these criteria would replace the residence
and financial support requirements in the existing definition. This change would
remove the provisions in the tutrent definition that most financial_aid profes-'
sionals believe to unverifiable" and difficultto administer. Earlier studies stilt
gest, however, that eliminating the residence and financial support: criteria alone
would increase the numbet qualifying as independent by as nitwit as 25 percent."

10. The 'requirement, as implemented by some colleges and universities, calls for i minimum
level of support. The rule becomes more complicated, when applied to peritime or continuing

. students; independent students enrolled leis than fulltime might be askedto demaniinteincome.
sufficient to support themselves for the portion of time not enrolled (es:, One fOurth.oftheincome
requirement for a three-quarteiime student), Students defined as dependent in the previous year
could qualify as Independent for liten-cial aid if they.sailified the tritonn, test and demonstrated the
bill amount of the selfsufficiency'requiiement.'

11. The estimate comes front Nelson et at (1974)1. Fat 1974-75 fulltinie students, they find that
&relaxation of the financial support and residence criteria would increase thenumber Chiselled at
"independent* by as much as 5 Percentage .-poilntf (a 25- percent !those): othe'.simPlifYIPit
Modifications (including those who are 21 years of age molder-, who delay entry, two yean, who work'
at least halt-time, or who are married) would increase the number classified'as independent by Into
20 Petcentage points (up to a doubling of the existing Independent' student share), ,



The following analYsli illustrate; ibt pessible:options for Ctianging the definik, The Impact of
tion Of independent stidlentamid hoW the number ofsuCE stud entS Woulcrchenge: -.Alterkste DefInItIont,under each option. The analysis describe; the effecti of each'elternativeby, age
grotto: atUdents under 22; students 22 ',24, and student;;Sand aVer;Italsoshews-.
9ffccti by family status, identifying married andunmarried students and those
who }lave

tAiniii:totototOe or
2ttatRettSdeAtikifi.dip,101tkotek.j4k,owdicohoicrioo un-'

040bf#4410gu404;3*i01440ii**4)*P010!#fe961117114a
variau elements into additional '4.01040!:!'dliOisied:**V.,Pn1=-4-',2,1`

The-OPtiOrsiiifiltiliTthininge Of litertiatiVes didliasibienjiMPOSitland arc':
not necessarily consistent with existing 6e teguIntrityPtactieni. More-..,

.:...ovet, they filustrate,ildtrigeS In the number .ofindePentlent stistients;Mit inde- .

Pendent student aldieeipients, under dif fereatdefiniticia.Thantimber or actual
reciPientirWill depend on the. riuMber of tudents whoipPly forlteiP, on:the

level of aid aimilable;and;most imporiantlyinn the method; of need analysis used
71to-I-Mleiliate-eligibilitY. cl"r'e7t:i7,-Pns4, need analYsis becemesless `-

confiscatory for independent studenti inthe future, proiraM costs will not neees--
Isarily:be reduced by tightening the ridesditerritining:Whe ii, Independent: The
'critical point is that defining independent students and determining an apPro-

.

priate need analysis for then: are different, though', interrelated, Problems: How
they are dealt with will ultimately affect the number Of. independent sttidents
qualifying for financial aid and.thefeVels of, they wilt receive!'

The statistical estimates are based on data from' to: question
naires sent to students' in the' 1979-80 acadensic- year, (U.S. Depaitnient of
Health, Edtication, and Welfare, 1980).: Surveyed by Applied., Management
Sciences, inc., for the Office of Evaluation and Dissemination in the. DepartMent
of Education; the subjectsivere selected as part of a stratified random sample that
could be weighted to reflect the attributes and choices. of the "population of all
Postsecondary studenti enrolled halftime or mere.. Respondents provi6t1'
information. on fainily economic and, dentographic attribUtes,,ettendance and
school choices, and educational finances. Details regarding.thi: survey design;.
instrument, and item nonresponse, and the procedures employed to adjuSt for
tesponie errors; are presented in 'Appendix B. ,.--

Table 4 describes six poisible alternatives to the existing tri-form definition.. .

Options 1-3 add requirements to the tri-foim test. Option 1 extends the period .

during which a student would have had to be independent of his or her parents for
tax puiposes to three years before enrollnient as opposed to the one yearused in
the tri-fOnn test. This is the one option: that could not be modelled using the
SISFAP data; but an. overall: estimate of its effects baSed, on' California's
experience with a similar test in its state program is included. Option 2 adds to the

: tri,form, test a requirement that students be over 21 to qualify as independent.

12. See College Scholarship.Service (1983) fora discussion of this point.
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Table 4. AltemitIveCrIterla for DefiningStudent FbiancialTedepeadenee

°Moo 1 Option 2 :Option 3 . Optlea 4 OptliMS Opfien 6

. ., Extendediut:' Tri-form and.ag4..Tri-foini and," Combination of
Description-.'independence requirement seitaufficietiM: Jriterm.and

Options 2 and 3... , : , .- .

Ages 111-21.7'. ::Tritorni;and '2 :MOMS Tr4orn and -TOOrm and
additional year dependent by S3,000 income r..-'OWn.deOendenta
of tax -.-. definition in year Prieed.:.., --.(other than

Ages 22-24

independence ing enrollment . spouse)
from parents (S6,000 for

multipe non
families)

Age alone ..t3ption 2 with exeeptions
where Mere are

. ,

Alystudents Own depeodenti
dependent by '(othei ihail:spetiii)
definition , .

Same as above Tri-faim Same as above- Tri-form and - Independent by
(1) own depen- definition
&nit nr
(2) $3,000 Income
in year preceding
enrollment .

($6,000 for multi-
person families)

Tri-form Same as 22-24Ages 25 and Same as above Same is 22-24
over

-Tri-form or own
dependents
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Table 5. Chanteiln the Nu4is:of Independent Students Under Alternate Definitions
Bised 40$tadent Population in 1979-80 '

In thousands)
-

Mo:Mb

60:Oki
_Tr14°SlearstioptiaX 00..1

.trt-fril 18''.TrI4oest 41'.-,011drth 4 O_ ptloa S Ago er '

,141(43011V' CesahlimalIW , A. ,Dopeadelet

Total, All Ages , ,,. 8,653 2,90r 2,452--.-- ,,2,417. 1.827 ----1 2,377 4,058 , 2,595',
. .

Unmarriedwith no dependents _
1-' ,.

- 1,09:' ,6,753 . --- ._ .1119 , 632. ' 669 _ :2,359 _ 819
Unmarried.with own dependents 542 -512 17,.` 440' 170 -. 512 455 542
Married with no dependents 503 . 31.. .,,,, 373 304 344 425 -''379
Married with own dependents
...

855 .14 ..',..... .. . 819 721
. .

, 852 1119 855

18 w if Years of Age : 4595 -.' 4.11r... , 105 0 123 .

Unmarried with no dependents
.

4494
71'7m, .

, 291, . 0 116
-_,--f---Unmarried-Withrawn-41epende

Married with no dependents 78 0 244 0 a 0

Married with own dependents 36 0 10 33 0 36

22 to 24 Yearn or Age 2.187 774 779 470 594 2,187 790

1,801 427 427 277 277 .1,801 427
.

Unmarried withlio dependents
Unmarried with own dependents . 154 143 143 , 38. 1:13 154 154
Married with no dependents 147 124 1.24 '89. 89.. . 147 124
Married with own dependents 85 85 85 85 . ,85

25 Years.und Older 1,871 1,678 i:67847 T-Vta"-- 1,6M 1.871... 1,682

Unmarried with no dependents 558 392 239 . .'392 558 392
Unmarried eith own dependents 301 297 297 120 - 297 301'. . 301'
Married with no dependents 278 255'
Married with own dependents 734 734 734 645 734 734 734

. .

Notes; 'Percentuse change derived is estimated from California deli'.
hDistriballons for all classes estimated from percentage changes in first-year enrollments....
'Bused on a raw cell count of less than 2 . . . .

Sources: All but extended taxU.S. Department of Ilculth,V1ucation and Welfare, SISFAPStudent Questionnaire Data Bore. tabulations.
1982. Extended taxHills and VanDusen'11981j.-
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This option is Identical to one( prpposed in 1982 by the Reagan Administration.
Option 3 applitS a self-sufficiency test is well as the Li-form requitament: to
qualifY as independentistudentWould have tohaye earnedat lealt$3,009($6,000
for Multiperion households) in the year before enrolling; Continuing students ;:."

would 12eCiiiilfteitisinde ode y. nettlinirg the self
sti ciency requirement Or Were MUnlleftlis lndepettident stu in theinuiltale

- - _

OptiOns'd..6 illustrate idditinnilAilin.the definition: the changed:
OPtion 4 is more complex. combining the fri norm, SSC and" itelkiifficiency

alOng with for students with Option 5
gees the'btlier extrentelis seeking ilrnplicitY'and"emiY ierifiabihty:Here, the
only *independence is age: students below 22 are dependant and all
others are independent. Option '6 modifies Option 2 (the 1982; Administration
proposal) by allowing any student, regardleis Of age; to be independent if he or sfie
has dependents otberthin a spOuse. (Orphans or wards of the coint could be given
.siluilartreatin e are no m.. e I e. ere,, nurnPer of
students affected would likely be !resit)

Table 5 shows the number of undergraduates by category, in 1979-80 and the
number qualifying as independent under the tri-form lest. It then shows how
many students would have been independent if Options 1-6 had been in Plate
instead.

Several general obtervations are suggested by these results:

option I (extended tax independence) would probably affect mostly 18-21 year
olds, though there would undoubtedly be some impact on older students as well.
Overall, the effect is not very different from that of an age test(Option 2).

, ,
Option 3, which involves "a test of financial self-sufficiency, reduces

independent student numbers by the largest amount. Almost 500,000 students
with their own dependentsincluding 270,000 ab mie age 25 would fail this test,
even th6ligli they currently qualify as independent on the tri-form test.

Option 4- Aich combines self-sufficiency and other criteria, is complex and
does not 13.i-di:Mee overall' results much different from simpler options like 1,2 and
6, .though nbgeoups* students would be affected quite differently by the
clitie7nt o

At elane, ptban'5) is: he simplest lest and easiest tpverify, but would cause
the nu tier independent students tit increase matkedly,. ,. s

Option modifies the age test in Option 2 (the 1982 Administration propoial) to.
. allow any tudent witlidependents other than espouse (*qualify automatically as
independe t. This would increase the number of independent students by
438,000 ov Option 2, with most of these in the 18-21 group. Without this Modifi-

. . .



dependentcation the age test would count as dipident about 100,0001821 year olds who
have dependenti of their OWn and who qualify as independent Under the tri-forni
test. As Table 5 shows,almosl all uhdeigradiiates over 21 with dependents already
quallig,as independent under'. the hi-forth:best:That tilt; hoWe'yerri less easily:.
virirted-infieqUifestntire-infonnillon-rinnitiniatiident thirieteetthet lOoks
at ago and e presence or absence of dependents';;

,



As budgetary pressures mount, policy. makersind institutional administrators
must look for ways to allocate student ald resources more effecfively and

equitibly. At least part of the presiureintSeered Binds has Come from an increase
in the pool Of independent itudentsliPPlYing Or and ieCeNtrig fliiiinclai aid. Aia

rged4hat-are4ntended-to'7define Mori Clearly
those Who are "truly" in deriendent,:, to minimize the potential for,,abUie end
manipulation of the Current. definition, and to ute mere equitably
limited supply of funds between independent and dependent studenti,

With tbplkkoncerns as a backdrop, this piper has eiSmated the impact of the
current criteria and proposed alternatives for defining fin-andel independence.

The current definition represents a crlide attempt to gauge the extent of
parental supPort.Bosiieffective the definition is in excluding those who can and
n o rmallyWould depend on their parents is simply not knoWp:Barely 10 percent of
the pool of independent students in the 197940 acadetni c year was under 22 years
old and 'single, with no dependents: This small share suggests that the current
definition may be effectively limiting independent student status to those likely to
be self-Supporting:MOreove r, census and financial aid data show steady increases
in older indepentient students; d population Usually: viewed, as ".truly" in
dependent. It seem clear, then, that part of the "indepekdent student problem"
must be how to accoinmodate a student population diet baiothing increasingly
independent under any definition. This raises the question of whether patents
should be expected to provide financiel support sfter their student offsn ring reach
a certain age. Should sfe, for exa mpie, expect support for students 25 years of age.

Or older?

Another ,age-related concern is the recent growth in the number of
independent students from young, traditionally dePendent age groups. Some of
this growth may bey response by young, "truly" independent students to reduced
employment opportunities and increased eligibility for larger amounts of student
financial- aid. But some students may be artificially establishing financial
independence, even though they could expect support from their parents, in order
to obtain larger student aid awards. Whether such manipulation occurs, of course,
depends on whether the incentives foechanging dependency status are sizable.
With respect 'to the Pell grant program, they may bet But students receive
assistance from other programs. What is not known Is the extent to which

4independent students fare getter (or worse) in the allocation of campusbased,
'state, and private aid.

Our analysis attempted,. to show how alternate criteria font nancial
independence affect the numbers and attributes of students who qualiO. Two
broad conclusions merit emphasis. First, definitions that reducesthe existing tri-
form criteria (e.g., drop the residence or financiiil support requirements) or exempt
subgroups (e.g., allow thosetbver 21 or 24 to claim independence) would enlarge
the pool of independent students considerably. Under current budgetary con=
straints, these simplifying changes seem feasible only if accompanied by addi-



tional, if more readily verified and administered, requirements in the definition of
r financial independence. I .

Second, adding criteria to (he tri-form teat 'extended tax independenee, age,
. or self-auPPort=4yould reilissify- as dependent -relatively': tile.. numbers of;

:Of their parents. We itidepeod a)
iiAludent

"4 students who are least '22,.04 p(iiip: and iattfy: the fri form
stUdebta who have their own thipeMeOt400014..Ot isk*O.Oifidtc4;'1111s:

s IQ pe;cenf drop in- !hi.; WIS,:, . .
financially independent; with theAtifiest redtiction among tudentis under 22 who

number

. have no dependents...,
These concluSiona shoUld be taken as suggestive of the effects of chanting

,

the definition of financial independence. The composition of the Undergraduate
student pool continues to shift In addition, it is possible that ctulOges the
definition of independence could influenbs enrollment behavior: We have not
tried to estimate such effects. Clearly, some potential students Will simply not
enroll if they are unable to qualify as inde pe ndent. Others may still enroll, perhaps
parttime at a low-cost community college. Such changes would take place
gradually, as students and their families adapted to the new rules.

Given the mounting pressures to solve theNndependent student problem, a
wider, informed discussion of the effects of specific alternatives atwell as the
underlying issues seems appropriate and timely,



Option Maintain exisring definition (tiustri:forni test) and ittleitoutieara
to which it applies (year -preixdingkrroilment an year of

Option 2: Maintain existing definitfon but apply It only to year preceding
nrollment.

Option 3: Modify tri-fcirm test toelirninate residence and parental support rules
and apply tax dependency test only in year.preceding enrollment.

Option 4: Validate independent student, statoa. This option Would be
considered along with the adoption ofdptions 1,2, or 3. In addition to
the Present validation of applicant infonnatiOn.falling outside of the
edit check parameters, validation procedures would be required fora
five to ten percent random sample, of Independent" students
qualifying for Pell Grim and campus43a.ied aid and those qualifying
only for campus-based aid.

Option 5: Adjust need analysis for independent students to reflect the lower
income offsets that were in effect before the passage of the Middle
Income Sttident Assistance Act of 1978.

Option 6: Apply tri-form lest in year of. enr011ment and /*iv° prior years.

Option 7: Apply tri-form test in year of enrollment and three prior years.
t

Option 8: :Forbid students to change from dependentato independent status
while maintaining fulltime enrollment in postsecondary education.

Allow only students over a certain age (e.g., 21, 25, 30) to be con-
sidered independent, with the possible exceptions of students who
are married, married with dependents other than a spouse, and/or
wards of the.court or of deceased parents.

'Option 10: Require an independent student to demonstrate self-sufficiency in
that (s)he has, lived independently of any outside source, with the
possible exception of public asaistance, for a certain period of time

Option II: Allow no student to claim independence prior to four years after his
or her high school graduation date, with the possible exceptions of

. students who are married, married with dependents 'other than a
spouse, and /onwards of the court or Of deceased parents..

Source: US. Department of Education. Office of Student.financial Assistance. "The Indepen-
dent Student Issue.' The Bulletin. December 1981.
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Appe6dix--1-;.13:.::,.
Dota:SOUrceiAttlitiatIOr'PrOtetlutes,,i
and'RellabllitY.Of Estimatei t ,

'rr he data presented in this piper come from several published and unpublls ed
1 sources. This appendix contains a description of each source, including the

populations covered, definitions used, and necessary simplifying assumptions
and ackjustments. °

Census: Current The Current Population Surveys (CPS), conducted several times e ach year by
Population Surveys the U.S. Bureau of the Census, collect economic, educational, and demographic_

information from representative samples of the populationThe October CPS
collects data on school enrollment. The March CPS collecti detailed information
on educational attainment..

The basic trend data eniployscHtt-this report are drawn from published data
from the October surveys in the years specified. The data in the published reports
are limited in four respects.

1. Enrollments in noncollegiate' postsecondary schools are specifically'
excluded. These institutions enroll about 12 percent of all independenj
students.

. . . .

2. Detailed enrollment Characteristicsof students,35 years old and over
are not presented. These enrollments account for perhaps one fifthof the
independent student population.'

3. None of the tables in the School Enrollment CPS series provides
sufficient detail to obtain estimates of the "potential undergraduate"
student pool, i.e., those who have completed high school but not four
years of college. The, "potential undergraduate". estimates in the paper--

" . have been obtained by applying the proximate shares of the identified age
and family status groups Who meet the "potential undergradUate criteria

the Education al Attainment CPS series) to the population estimates
for OCtobir.-

As dlactissed In footnote ,t the Censits does not collectihe ormitt a on
necessary to determine indePeridence for, the pUrposes of awarding
finanejal aid. However, students can be.identified by their reported family
statuses. Among -,111. to 24 years olds, the data Identify' three groups:
"primary family -members," who are not currently, married; "married,"
both in a parent's -family or in their 'own households; and residuals,-.
those neither in a primary. family nor married. "Prima ryfamily Members! .
would include single children residing: -with their:patents (clearly a
dependent group). However, they would also Include single patents -
(probably :independent): At best, these divisions 'ate.- suggestive of;
independent student status. '.

The emphasis on trends, within specified groups, greatlyminitnizet the effects of
these limitations and adjustments. The substance of the discussion would
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probably not be much different had more precisrmeasurea of the student pools
been available.

Finally, while the Census data are used as casual, suggestive evidence of
trends, we do have some indication of the reliability of theestimates shown in the
tables. According to the Census publications, the standard errors of the sample.

=.4-,estimetes range 10 3 periant(Yaryina-by poptdadorkaiufeheilcteristicestainineil)
lithe sample estimates differ from the true population figure byes much" as one
standard error, the percentage change casting* shoWn In the tables may be off by

is' much as 5 points : -r ,

-
Applied Management Sciences (AMS) conducted and designed Phase III Of, 5

the U.S. office of Education's "Study of the Impact of Student Financial Aid
Programs" (SISFAP 111) in the winter and spring of 1979 to evaluate the ability of "
institutional and federal administrative policies and practices to fulfill the

goals associated with the student assistance programs. AMS designed 81980
study to replicate this baseline study and further, to assess the impact of the, .

Middle Income Student Assistance Act of 1978 (MISAA). Both efforts employed
two data collection instruments: (I) the student questionnaire and (2) the record'
review form (field personnel transcribed data from financial aid records foreach'
recipient in the sample). Although the record review form maintairlai a 100%.i
completion rate;it collected data for aid recipients only; therefore, the student
questionnaire data was used for this study...;

The estimates within each subgroup have been Obtained by reweighting the
samples: We' estimated the total enrollments within each- of 80 cells (five .

institutional' sectors by fulltimo or parttime -by sea by four racial/ethnic .
categorie3). The estimated figures for the 1979 -80 academic year, .derived from
Census and NCES data, are shown in Table BI.The number of respondents with-
no missing data elements was generated for each of the cells (Table B:2). When:
the estimated enrollments were divided by the numbers -In ..each cell, the
appropriate weight for a respondent in that-cell was Obtained The, weight3 are
shown-in Table B-3. Finally, after selecting independent students and excluding .
the cases missing various marital and household information, we 'adjusted the
weights according to the probability of a (Weighted) respondent receiving
financial aid within each institutional sector. The financial aid adjustment factors
for 1979-80 are found in Table B-4.

Since the SISFAP.data base does not contain information, the 'dependency

'status In prior years, we obtained theself-sidficieircy
Procedure. First, the selflufficiency requirement was a
dents only. The estimatea percentage reduction in the nu
first year was then used to estimate the decrease for alunde
We are assuming that, once this requirement is fully phased in; the drop in first -'
year enrollments will be matched in the second-, thirdr and fourth-year classes.
This assumption probably leads to an overestimate of the decline in student
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161014 ,;

White

Black

111spanic

Other

nosh

18 13

223 288

19 35

9 26

22

. White 139

Black 17

Hispanic

Other

374

4

59 13 136

5 2 19

2 1 {10.

71 8 106

8 .1 14

2 6 8

.7 6
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Table 112. liNwe1she4 S1SFAP Ilisralsosto, 0711-1911.0

h4.4 \ P.1.2 Mr. 4 riff.

\
Whit. 1,137 . 376 1,054

. Black $7 46 94.

. 111014414 34 's 34 i,.= 34-4
Other 45' 47 16

howls;
White . 1.312, ,,i 452 . e 1.136 260

Black 114 -103 205 13 43 -.,

Hispanic 61 1 31 30 12 20

Other 39 53 2 12

.
1

Fart Ti.. (Men Was half lial Isms lbw MO

141al 1

i

93
i 45

II ', 12

3 I 5

White
Bleck

Hispanic
Other

Female

39

5

. 2

t 5 9

I 0

0 0

White $ 116

Mad 19

HISPaniC 7

Other 3

99 53

It 17

13 1 1

11

25 MI

I
6

1
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Male

TAW 114. Eatolhseet Weights, 1979,19' 0
(X 1,000)

M.1 rah. 2

0,62 039
141 044 , 047
1.17 010 ., 1.00
0.77 047 3.00

White 1.00 1.04

Black 1.05 1.02

Hist/ink - 1.32

Other 1.13 0.7o

rut 71ne Men thas bar bat lass than NO

Male

White 2.40 3.27

Black 1.73 2.92

, Hispanic 3.00 3.20

Other 2.00 2.20

Female

White 1.20 f 3.78

Black 0.22

Hispanic 0.37 2.00

Other s,., 1,23 2.18

. 3;33

13.00

3.00

0.20 0.13
0.41 1.01 0.67
0.70 0.30 0.110

0.41 2.30. 1.08

1.31 2.60 13.10

1.00 2.00 19.00

1.00 10.00,1.00

1.00 0.30 8.00

1.22 0.32. 2.79

0.47 0.03 1.73

2.00 0.60 1.33 ,
1.00 0.70 1.20



Tub's 11-4. linandal Ald A4lettawal Factors, 1949-1980
, .

Ala Nottpliali

BIOCrteelplenti In tiolverie B .-Calculkival al.
Weighted 111100 rldrIonts In SISPAP Ili

.... Pub. 4 pub: 2 Priv. 4 , Priv. 2 , PfeidWOC.
Daman( 0.67 , 1.17; 0.41 0.22 0.91
Independent 0.20 e , 4,01, ' 0.69 0.311

Nouridpint if AId

Calculated as;
. ,

Weighted SISPAP total .' (Weighted .SISPAP aid ruciplonti X
pt

Weighted SISPAP total Weighted SISPAP aid reciplot111
P.

Dependent

Independent

Pulp. 4 Pub. 2 Pd,. 4 Priv. 2 Pragivac.
1.32 0.77 1.91, 2.16 . 1.03
1.27 0.99 1.41 1.40 0.24

...

numbers, since students previously defined as dependent could stop-Out, meet
the self7sufficleneY requirenient, and return to school as qn a IVA rig independents.

Seiond, We estimated thenumbers still qualifying within the subgroups; Our
approach was, first, to apply the Percentage change in the *distribution of first -year
students by subgroup to the di:016140ex of all undergraduates within eachgrout).
But one further adjustment was required. Students move from one subgroup to
enamor as they persist in school:younger to older age groups, iwo.year to four-
Yeer colleges. As a result, when the revised distributions Within category are
applied, the total for the category exceeds (or falls short al) the total for the entire
population. SO, where the percentage Changes, based only on firstYearenroll-
ments, yielded over or tinder-estimatel of the.tatel number qualified within' a

. given category, the over (natter-) estimate has beettiteducted (added) to the nib-
groups within each category according to their original share of the total.

.1 . ..

)"1'()(5
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Supplementary. Tables

Table C-1. Changes In Pell (Bute) Grant Applicants by
Age and Dependanq %lust 1976 to 1980

tiori.at atop
', 1971 la 1960 1976 1. 1978

ToUI, appears . +32.4% +1.0%

19 years Or lase 29.9 . -3,3
20 and 21 years 29.4 2.4

22 id 24 your 32.0

25 to 29 pearl 35.3 -1.8
30 years and older 47.2 19.9

Independent, all port +62.5% . +1.1%

19 maker leo 33,3 -9.9
2022 2124piYoulak 65,5

25 to 29 year 37.6

30 yeara and older 48.2 c 21,5 ,

Soutca U.S. Department oFEducatlon, Bureau orStudent Assietance. Prll Grant Nationals ummary

Stalinkl: Academic Year 1980-81 (end earlier pearl), unpUblished tabulations (191121.
4 , ,

Table'C-2. Mean Age of (SS Undergraduate Finandal Ald Applicants by
Year In School and Elpipendeocy Status: 1976 to 1981

Dependeet Thollergiedeates

Freshman 18.9

Sophomore
4unior. .
Senior.

AVsfatil

81-82 80-81 79-811 ' 78 -79 77 -78 76-77

19,5 19,9 , 18.9 19,6 19,5 19.0

119 17.9 18,5 18.6 18.5

20.0 20.0 19.0 19,6 . 19.6

, 21,0 21.0 201 20,7 20.6 20,7

22.0 22.0 20.9 21.6 21.5 21.6

ladejeadeat Undesgreduatas 26 6 26.6 15,5
.

26,4 26,4

27.3' 27.1 26.0 26.8 27.0 26.9

26,9 26,7 25.6 26.7 26.S 26.4

26,2. 26.2 25.3 25.9 26.0 26,0

26.1 16 1 25.1 25.8 ,

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior

..., Senior

Sourcez.Coliele Scholanhip Service. National Summary Data: 1981-82 (and earlier reporta),1982.

C,
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Mr. GLAnismx, You have requested our response to these two
questions, the extent of abuse and how do we change the definition.
Let me just make very rief background comments and the turn
to those two questions, Tie bedrock of the student aid systenf since
the 1950's has been the umption that parents havtf the primary
obligation to pay for their children's higher educatiOn." '

No one argues that that obligation lasts indefinitely but where to
draw the line is the question. Really we come to a philosophical
and subjective policy issue more than an analytical; At what point
or under what circumstances should parents be viewed as having
no further responsibility fortjtheir offsprings' education. Much is at .
stake. I think there are some potential tradeoffs with Federal cut-
offs and generally less student aid money to go around. The
amount of aid awarded to students who are treated as self-support-
ing is determined solely on the batis of their own inconie and
assets.

If students Whose parents could: reasonably .be expected telielp
pay college costs are able to take advantage of aid programs by
qualifying under self-supporting- definitions, less money will be
available for legitimately needy, dependent and independent stu-
dents.

What are the perceived flaws in the. Federal definition? The Fed-
definition has three parts. The first two parts of the test, fi-

nancial support and residencecare difficult to verify and can be
easily circumvented. In-kind support from parents and gifts from
friends and relatives, for example, can simply be overlooked.

--...\ As for the income 'tax criterion, families.that choose to do so can -,
give up the exemption for the otherwise dependent student

., memberignd in. most cases the greater tax liability will be more
than offlitt by the student's increased eligibility for student aid on
the self-supporting basis and families that have not planned -ahead'
in this way can file amended tax 'returns after the, fact to: capture
the same calculated benefits. Well, because of these potential' trade- , ..

offs and the perceived loopholes in the current definition,,there Are .

already two results in practice that I would like to point to: .. , .

First, because of a widespread perception that the Federal rule
too permissive, the lid has been kept on the amounts of.aid awe
ed to students who do qualify as independent student§ beca e the
aid community policymakers in general have wanted to avoi ion

usd
. A

viding greater incentives for dependent students to desred
independence. , . 4 . .: ' 1

Yet, existing need analysis systems are apparently too"harsh on
iindependent students. Congress called for changes in this rep rd

when it passed the Education Amendments ,of 1980 amTthertfts
been growing sentiment in the aid community that the treatment
in . need analysis, of independent students should:be liberalized; but
by and large these reforms have been held off. .Thus, ,truly inde-
pendent students are perhaps being penalized -in terms of the
amount of aid they receive because of apparent prOb1ems in the
definition of independent status.. ,.

The second result, and there .are several S teirepresent& ives'on --I
the panel so I won't _spend tiiii-e-on this,.but e seiondires bf the
perceived problems /a that a growing'num of States and, natitu- ;
tions have adopted strictecriteria.for determining selfliup ing '_.
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status iti` eir ow,n;srudegit a of the Fed -
oral d Pin ori,', ,`, ', 4.9,, ..

Oft 10 ,States',Operatifig . the 11- aged scholarship
progititnii. in the country; seven no r quire lighter demonstra---
tion of IndePeridencQ than '1s ne,ces a y,inide .deral rules, The
subconunittee Will: be r filom o e of/ thos ltutes, Pennsylvania, in
a moment and ant d te, 11 is; awls rqpifeeented today.

NOW` :let nie' turn' td e male& b ar . tidy i which we initiatcd
eve 1,year ago CO re ew.AVAir ,pati mil data that might sug-
ges the extent of t qtilenr,an infor the search for improved
defi Wen' Our, aims re to. est kW ho is qualifying as inde-
Pend t noler,:the, curr t rules an 'w fo would be affected by var-
ious! op io .for.change ,-. ,!' id, 6

Noy e dre.tWo Ihnitat4O04 he data that are important to
ote: Fiist they: -are'. .Er :a :federally sponsored sample

stfrvey.:Pf.studiNth enrolled: in 1 79-80. There is almost always a
lag of a few years, in tlt dyai ahi. fty of such representative nation-

ta, The drawback, of couke , is that we can't take account of
recent.. trends;
cOnd,',.thesdrv,ey da a are limited to undergraduate enroll-
s,, Its does not cover. ot6baccalaureate students. In the final
Elie; thesubcoplaitte may donclude that separate criteria are

ry and. aparppr. e to determine self-supporting status for
underg duet Nnd,gradxiate students instead of the combined defi-
n 'on t At wel!la.*0 under, title IV now. Our study doesn't speak to

Rion airgctolyil ,
;C ow le m turn to the two questions that you posed' for this

--,.: hearing b tlr'study and our review of other available evi- '
',. deride'. ,".

buse. No available national data can firmly as
ce e ree thg current definition of independent status

Ns /being Oro vented, contrary to the spirit, if not the lettef of
:.,Federal,po 'uy That Is, students and families making calculated fi-
,naneial ai lgemente to qualify for more .aid. There is no way to

. ascertain ,that.
.,'Weicap,oqly draw inferences from data on trends in the number

ristics of tudentsl classified as self-supporting. The
riumber students igMesifed as independent under, all aid pro-

;r grams` nder, the Federal definition has .grown rapidly in recent
years We know the large source of growth in the number of such

`:stud nts is the increased enrollment of adults. Patterns of postsec-
' ,ontldry .enroliment are becoming more complicated in the 1980's

., and -that is part, of the reason for the growth in independent Btu-
' dents. '.

the;', But part of the Owtli is also coming from the younger tradition-
ill college-age gr. ps, 18 to 21 and ages 18 to 24. One can infer from
the data that th re is a problem and that it is not insignificant.
Also recent deelopments not.reflected in currently available na-
tional data, again, may be accelerating the trend toward independ-
ence at the younger age ,levels.

It is worth noting in this regard that a new and potentially
'strong incentive for middle to'upper middle income students to de-
clitre independence has been in effect in 1981. In that year, Con-

. , .gress .imposed a $30,000 family income cutoff with a need test re-
6
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quirod above that level, for Guaranteed Student Loans. Tho flat
income cap permits virtually all students who claim to be financial'
ly independent of their -parents to qualify for subsidized leans re-
gardless of what other resources they might have available.

Data on 'recent borrowing patterns in New York State may re-
flect the results of this situation. The dollar voluMe of GSL de-
clined by an estimated 13'percent in New York in 1982-83 as a con-
sequence of the Federal imposition of the $80,000 income cutoff.
The number of borrowerst however, in the income category below
$10,000 jumped by an estimated25 percent. The pattern may well
have resulted from substantial numbers of students &Oaring
themselves to be financially independent of their parents to qualify
for the program.
I Whatever the extent orthe abuse, what should be the .Federal re-

sponse? One possibility is for the Federal Government not, to make
a change but to let States and institutions make adjustments on
their own as they.have been doing.

My own view is that there is a compelling case for revision of the
Federal criteria, if only in the interest of consistency. No one, cer-
tainly not students, will gain by the proliferation of 50 different'
State definitions as, well as a number of institutional variations.
Continued movement in this direction will only complicate student
aid application forms and the coordination of Federal, State, and
campus programs.

Our study analyzed various possibilities for tightening, the
current klefinition some of which have already been implemented
by States and institutions Tbe possibilities include extended tax
independence which Linda Berkshire mentioned a moment ago in
the testimony frorh the National Coalition.

Another is age. The second possibility is the most easily under-
stood straightforlvard and verifiable addition that could be made to Ea

the current definition in' age' criteria:, Indiana and New York, for
example, require that all students under age, 22, with certain limit-
ed exceptions; apply as dependent students.

A third possibility is proof-erself-sufficiency. 'A major objection
to the Federal definition is that it, allows students to be classified
as independent without evidence that they have established a pat-
tern of self-supporting behavior. A self-sufficiency test would re-
quire students to document through tax returns or records+of non-
taxable income that they have had the financial resources to sup;
port, themselves in households separate from their parents.

Finally, the status of being married or having dependents is a
verifiable circumstance and the presence of a spouse or other de-
pendents might be taken as a reasondble,15soxy for financial
independence.

vow, to be specific in answer" to your question about how to
change the. definition. We suggest the following combining several
of the foregoing, concepts. Switch to an agethis is on page 10 of
the -written testimonyswitch to an age criterion for those under
age under age 22 would be considered automatically de-
pendentand to an age criterion for students 25 and over; they
would all be considered automatically independent and then limit
the ,requirement of the current three -part.Federal definition or an
extended,version of it to 22- to 24-gear-old.



Exceptions to the blanket assumption of dependents wider ag 22
could be ,:made for orphans and wards of the court,' students who
have dependents of their own and 'perhaps other cateiories. The
several States that have moved in this direction of an age criterion
have various combinations of exceptions.

This approach would offer many advantages, in my view, easing
the pdministrative burden4ust automatically saying that. hurge I

groups of students under 22 ad over 25 are one status or the 'I

'other, while at the same time increasing verifiability. Age is an ex-
tremely verifiable easily verified criteripn. Symbolically, it would
also 'reinforce, the assumption of parental responsibility through at
leak the traditional ages spanning undergraduate educat on.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, my final comment is that in My view,
this would read out of the programs the students who ma be abus-
ing the program now from middle- and upper-middle-income levels.
It would not adversely affect low income and the neediest students.
Those students already qualify under dependent student iiiteria,On
the basis of full need;

I commend this suggestion to the subcommittee. There are other
ways to go. This is one that I hope will help in your deliberations. I'
would be glad to answer questions to amplify.

will me
- Mr. SIMON. Thank you.. We have a roll call over on thlI resuflooi now
and we are going to have to take a brief break and we
the hearing shortly.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. PENNY. Chairman Zwen had some other business to take

care of. He will be heresy , but we want to proceed with those
witness list. The next on the list is Keith Jepson of the Illinois
State Scholarship Commission..Mr. Jepsen..

[Prepared statement of Larry E. Matejka follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF LARRY E. MATEJKA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS STATE

SCHOLARSHIP COMMISSION

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am Keith Jepsen, Deputy Execu-
tive Director! and I am presenting testimony for Larry Matejka, Executive Director
of the Moms State Scholarship Commission. I am pleased to appear before you
today to present testimony on the issue of independent studend. 1

.BACKGROUND

The question of how to define independency for purlioses of student finkncial aid
has been reviewed over a long period of time. The problem in developing a defini-
tion to suit the purpose of aid programs has been to develop some form of classifica-
tion which will clearly indicate that a student is not dependent on his or her par-
ents, or shouldn't be expected to be, for financial support. Because of the high
demand on aidprogram funds for assistance in recent years, attention has again

ifocused on the independent student definition and possible abuse of that definition
in order to become eligible for assistance or greater amounts of assistance.

A significant amount of state funds in Illinois are used to support independent
students in paying their college tuition costs. The Illinois State Scholarship Commis-
sion's Monetary Award Program 'is one of the largest state grant programs and
during this year, 1983-84, will provide a total of $104 million to just, over 100,000.
Illinois residents. Of those eligible to receive grants, roughly 40 percent are classi-
fied as independent students. Illinois uses' the same definition used by the federal
government. The minimum grant to, eligible students is $240 and the maximum will
cover public tuition and fee costs or up to $2,200 at private institutions.

Therefore, the discussions about ,the current independent student. definition and
proposed revisions to that definition are of great importance to the Illinois program.
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Man( OP INt)IPSNDINT STUMM IN ILLINOIS
.

Our interest in this area was rekindled, loot spring by renewed efforte to change
the definition of the Independent student, The attached study resulted from those
proposal. and our analysis of them.

The proposal by the Department of Education, that of requiring a strict age limi-
under 22 years of ago had to file as independent, was met'with oppo-

sition.' The primary concern was that some students who are logitiMately self:sup-
porting at an earlier age would be denied access to higher eduCation. The Depart-
ment's follow-up proposal later this spring included five categories of students who
by the nature of their categorization would be required to most specific criteria for
varying periods of time in order toqie considered indepelident. Our initial reaction
was that this more complex method of trying to determine "true" independency,
while appropriately targeted, would result in a more complex application form and
was something we wanted to mehsure for changes in MMus on Illinois residents who
apply for Pell Grants. '

Consequently, in early Juno our staff sought to identify Illinois Poll Grant appli-
cants who changed their dopondoncy status from dependent to independent between
the years of1981-82 and to analyze the impact this change had on Poll Grant eligi-
bility for Illinois residents,

, I ,
MKTIIODOCOOY

i

Thii grOup studied consisted of Illinois Pell Grant applications during the years
1980-81 1981-82, and 1982-83. The data for the applicants was taken from the Iiii-
nolo Poll Grant. State Agency Tapes for those years. Using the tape data
were classified into the appropriate proposed category sot forth by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education in their new proposed definition. Those categories Included: (1)
veteran; (2) married non-veteran; (8) unmarried non-veteran over 21; (4) unmarried
'non-veteran under 22 with dependents; and (6) unmarried non-veteran under 22
without dependents.

Dependency status changes were easy to determine by matching students who ap-
plied as de ndents the prior year with those who applied as independents for NH-
82 and 198 -83 and recording the changes for matches.

To anal e impact of the change in dependency status, Fell Grants were esti-
mated for students both as dependents and as independents. To estimate the
amount of the grant, the Student Aid Index was subtracted from $1,670, the maxi-
mum Pell for all years studied. The college budget or cost was determined for two
groups of students. For students who applied to institutions eligible to participate in
the 'state grant.program, the budget was calculated by adding actual tuition and
fees room and board, and $400. For state grant applicants at non-residential institu-
tions'," the budget was equivalent to tuition and fees, $400, ancighe $1,106. These two
budgets were applicable for 60 percent of the total Illinois Pell applicants who also
applied for state grant eligible institutions. The other 40 percent of Pell applicants
applied for Illinois schools not eligible for state grants. Those budgets.were set at
$8,600.

For attrition purposes, the institutional state grant attrition figure was used in
detefmining how many eligible Pell applicants actually used and created payout for
the Pell Program. For the Tither 40 percent of the applications, a 195 percent attri-
tion figure was used to calculate actual payout.

r
RESULTS

Our first concern was to determine how many students changed their dependency
status bewteen specified application years. We found that between 1980-81 and
1981-82, 4.2 percent or 6,824 students changed from dependent to independent. The
second question was the impact on the Pell Program. That change resulted in an
increase of $1.9 million in Pell Grants to Illinois independent students. (From $4.8 to
$2.9 in the group making the change) Similarly between,19,81-82 and 1982-83, 4.4
percent or 5,799 changed from dependent to independent atldh increased cost of $1.8
million (from $4.9 to $3.1 million for this group). . . -

Other observations which we were able to make include the following:
1. The percentage of independent applications in Illinois had increased from 39

percent in 1980-81 to 41 percent in 1982-83. This is about fiveor six percent below
the national average. .

.

2. Under the U.S. Department of Education proposal for the independent student,
88 percent (94,654) of the Illinois students who applied as independents in 1982-83

c.

_ 6 3
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for, Pell Grants would not have their dependency status changed, hi other words,
they would continuo to be treated as independents.. '

8, Thu category of students affected Is that of the Unmarried non-voterami under
age 22 with no dependents, Thlegroup represented 12 percent of tho 1982-88 In
pendent students,. Thoy would bo required to mpot the propoeed three-part inde-
pendent student definition for two prior years and the current award year for 1884-
88 and for three prior years and the award year, thereafter.

4, Tho largest Increase in eligibility because of dependency changes was received
by students classified as unmarried nonveterans under ego 22 with no dependents.
Of the total $1.9 million increase resulting from changes in 1981-82, $1,8 million
was attributed to this group of the total $1.8 million increase in 1982-83, $1 million
was attributed to this group.

5, So while this group represented 12 percVnt of the total independent Student
group receiving payments in 1982 -83, they represented 76 percent of the increase In
,payout as a result of switching their status from dependent to independent,

o

1880 RECOMMENDATION

Tho primary cOncern for Changing the definition of independence is perceived
abuse of the current ,definitiOn by pa nth , an student 'who. switch .dependency
.status to increase their eligibility ler fode I stu nt aid, Our study has shown this
this group is the ono with the most ImpaC o prograMby virtue of changing
status. We also note.s concern for students. who upon graduation are, truly without
any support from.their parents for one reason" or another. We have also taken into
account the changes which would bo required on the application forms in order to
determine independent status by the proposed definition put forth now, by the Da;
pertinent of Education: As a result, we recommend that unmarried non - Veterans
'under the ago of 22 without dependents, bo prohilfited from changing their status
from dependent to iadopendent: after they have made ,an initial application, 'Fur-
ther, that the current three-part definition now 'used on the financial 'aid applica-
tion forms continuo to be used for all other students:

Marital.status, veteran status, ago, and number of dependents can already.be de-
termined from the data collected on the forms. Since the Departmental Education
has a cross-year system, this could be used to monitor any attempts to change de-
pendency status. No new system would have to be develop ed.

-As indicated earlier, this particular group of students by changing dependency
.status for 194-83resulted in an increased estimated Poll Grant payout In Illinois of
about $1 million, If the ISSC proposed definition had been in .offect for both 1981-82
and 1982-83, the saiiings would have been approximately $2.3 million. After three or
mere 'years, the difference would be expected to $3 to 44 million or 3 percent of the
total Pell payment to Illinois applications. We would further anticipate that IT air.
plied to other states,' the expected savings would be from $70 to $90 million Annual-,
ly after the first, three years.

.

While some exceptions would need to be considered, perhaps under 'the Special
Conditions, Form, for considerations such as death of parents, we would recommend
our proposal as one which disallows. higher income families from transferring family
responsibility for paying college costs to the federal government, and at the same
time reduces internal administrative costs and permits a less complex application
form for all students...
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June 16, 1983

Mr. Orlin Kerrigan
, Basic Grant Policy Section
Office of Student Financial Assistance
'U. S. Department of Education
Room 4318 R.0..8, 3:.
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W+
Washington, D.C.-:20202 --

Dear Mr. ,Kerrigen:

This is in response to ED's invitation to comment ((May 23, 1983 Federal.

Register) on the proposed 1984-85 definition of independent student. We

oppose the definition and are suggesting.a substitute procedure (see

attached) that is:

"much less complex,

o less costly for all parties involved In delivery

systems, forms, etc.,

' saves several million Pell Grant dollars In Illinois
and approximately $70.90 million nationally, and

affects only the 5% of Pell Grant applicants which. are
ED's apparent target (and likely, only 3 out of 8 of

these 5%).

The ISSC recognendation is to add one simple edit check in the ED Pell Grant

automated cross-year edit Osten. The new edit would prevent calculation

of a Student Aid Index for students switching status from dependent;to

independent between two Ichool years.

Feel 'free to contact me If you or anyone at ED has questions or comments.

Sincerely,

4024:0-4.. COlvvAAIzn".1.

.Steve D. Cameron
Assistant to the Executive Director fait

Management and Operations Research

SDCirn
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'SlaCUTIVIL LIM* 2

The. independent student definit100,60 been 48 1$11441 111 student* finakill
rid tor a number of years. necentiy,: the interest definition hes
been heightened by diminishing student fininclaVaid dollars end 11 national
Interest in preventing waste l troud. end abuse of government Pregromei Many
campus officials agree that the discourage independence.
ofconvaniente, which allows iltu lite to declare themselves independent in
on attempt to Increase their eligibility ter student finenciel aid. 1S$C
Is suggesting a much lass complex but equally effective definition to

'7 address the 1X of the independent, applicants at Isom

PROPOSAL

In the Federal Register, dated lily 23; 1923 the Department of Education
hai proposed a modification in 666,1x`, (the independent student definition).
The proposed indepondentAitudent categorizes independent students
into five groups end requires independent student, to mot tho current

' independent Student definition for 4Iffirentleriods of time,

ED Proposed Independent Student

Calendar year Ono Prior Two Prior Three Prior

17-Vileran ,

X

2. Serried

3. Unmarried non.
veteran over 22

X X

4. Unmarried non.
veterans under 22
with dependents

X X

5. Unmarried non
veterans under 22

Vt111431endenti
X X

.

b. 1925-82 X

ANALYSIS

The Illinois State Stholarship Commission'Inalyzed the proposed Independent
student definition and Its Impact on Illinois Pell Grant applicants. In

1982.63 108.113 or approwipetely 41 percent of the Pell Grant applicants from
Illinois were Independent students. The tables Attached Indicate that In
1982-83 26 percent of the independent applicants were veterans and/or married,



.6/ percent wore unmarried non veterans over IS years of age, 4 percent were
unmarried nonveterins under 22 with dependents, and 12 percent were unmarried
nonveterans under II years of age without *indents. The proposed indePen
dent student definition would require 65,764 or 61 percent of the independents
(unmarried nonveterana over 21 or under It with dependents), to meet the
current definition for one prior year and the first calendar year of the
award year. Under 20's epproach beginning in 194445 130119 or l2 Percent of
the Independent nonqveterens under without dependent* would have to awes
the current definitions for two prior years and the calendar year of the award

year. In 1985.86 ID's definition requires the same group of students to meet
the criteria three prior years and the calendar year of the lord year. The
total number of Illinois applicants which would be required to prove Open-
Ono for years prior to the calendar yam of the award year using the pro.
posed independent student definition would be Approximately 79,000 or /3
percent of the current independent students.

DISINMAL

;
Since the primary concern Is to prevent students from declaring themselves

1
independent in order to qualify for more financial eld,,the ISSC proposes

..that unmarried nonvaterons under 22 with no dependents.be prohibited from
switching &pendency status, 2xceptions could be allowed via the Speciel

Condition application. The current independent student definition ahould

continue to be used for other itudente. .

ISSC Proposed Independent Student Definition

I. Unmarried non.veterans
under 22 without dependents

Prohibit switch in dependency
status from dependent to
insteps ent).

2. All other Independents Maintain current independent
student definition.

ANALYSIS .

.

theirIn 1982.83, 5,799 of the 108:123 Illinois'independents switched e

dependency status from dependent in 1981-82 to independent in 1982' .

These 5,799 students increased their Pell (Trent eligibility by 58 ercent-

from $3.1 million to $4.9 million. Prohibiting the 2,465.unmarrled non.

veterans under age 22 without dependents from switching their dependency
status In ISIR-IIS,would have saved epproximetely SI million In estimated

Pell Grant paYmentL If the definition had been in place for three or

more yeah the livings could have reached $3 to SI million or approximately

3 percent of the total Pell drant'payment to Illinois applicants. Nationally

with a $2.4 billion approprietion the ISSC proposal will We between $70
to $90 million each year.

.
.

.

Since all of the data elements are already collected to determine marital
status, veteran status, dependents, and age, the current financial old
applications would not have to be expanded to implement the ISSC proposed

independent student definition: A cross-year edit check in the Pell Grant

system (to check for a change in dependency status) would have to be devel-
oped to identify unmarried non-veterans under 22 without dependents who
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'Introduction
. .

The independent .studentdefinition'received a considerable amount ofattention
`during school year 198243 when theAnited States Department of. Education
proposed:that the current definition be changed. The Department-favoreda

.,definitionwhiehreqUired a student to be a certain age befOreAndependent solf
supportinUstatos could be:claimed.: The
recent:publicatiOiWpOintpd:Oot:",YHow toAdentify, and treit.thOndependentor.:.
self - supporting'. students 1Cnot'a*LneWUUestiOnOmitAt.haetaklanOn'greater'";.:.
'seriousness:As:morelandMorOtUdents'applycforl'inanCial,iiidAindnr:theAndepen:-

..:ldent'ruhrico*thut7pleeingAnOtented:pressUre41010ited"restniesheCOrent
,definitjOh'hnn-Ahree,,OtovitiontAhWaOpItt0-;:thCcalendir,ynnr1i6111t1i.00'-
stddent receivesMr,10AVO'cl)4ellas'thepi"eCeding;Oalendarleam

''.1.:',11Witudeni did not live with parents for more than
six:weeks (42, days).

2. The tiarentstlid:not clniM or will not:claim the student
as anAnCometax.eiemption:

3. The student'did,not or will not receive more than $750
.

THE.ED INDEPENDENT STODERT,DEFINITION
ANALYSIS ANFEESmRENUATIOIr :

support from the parents:

Many'siudent financial aid officers and publicpolicif-makers'complainlhat,the
current definition invites misreporting by; students who are pretumnbly making
themselves more eligible for:student financial aid. .,Thep blem has been
,magnified bytheoretentreductions. in student financial'aid unding...

:Last year the u.s;.Dipartment Of Education proposed that studen ould not
be allowed to claim independentoor selfsupporting,.statusuntil a 22 un-',

. less they are orphans or wards'. of the court. . A-number ofnational student
financial aiciorganizations.responded that the age-based definition was too
restrictive. The problem witthe ED proposal is,thnt students-underiage 22
.who' are legitimate, self-supporting studentscouldbe denied an access to a
higher education. '

On May 23, 1983o:the Department of Education Federal'Register, volume. 48,
number 100, proposed a modification in rule 568.1a.(theindependent'student
definition):. .The proposed independent student:definition categorizes students
into five grouds and requires independent students to tent the current indepen-
dent student three point criteria for different periods of time.'

furpose,
The purpose of thii paper is to analyze the.impaet of the May 23, 1983
Department of Education's proposed independent student definition on Pell
Grant applicants inillinois;-identify Illinois-Pell Grant-applicants who'
switched their dependency status from dependent to.independent in 1981-82
and 1982-83; and analyze'the impact their switch in dependency status'had.

,on,-Pe114rant eligibility. .



Data
.

The data used in this analysis consists' Of 1980-81;1981-82, and 1982-83
Illinois Pell Grant state agency'tapes:and 1962-83'Illinois State Grant
records.

Methodology

To analyze the:impact or May 23,-1983 Department of'.EduCation'm proposed.
independent student definition, Andependent,studentt-In,1980-81.-j981-82,,

,4982,83-Were.separatedAnta:the five:classifications.identifj,ed,by-theJeder
d
a l

geVernMentI.Jhe folloWing:gridwas developed: "::

'liepartinen6ii,tducation'S OtOPOSedilndeiendentjtodent4efinitjon

= =Veteran = Married Over 21 Dependents

Marriednon7veieran,

UnMarried non - veteran
Dver:21

Undmrried non-veteran
under 22 with dependents No Yes

Unmarried non-veteran
under 22 without dependents 0

The Illinois Pell Grant State agency tapes include all of,the information:needed
to identify the five classifications. ,

- . . .

The Pell Grant eligibility and payment for each student was estimated by sub
tracting the Stddent Aid Indeic from $1,670.....A $1,670 maximum Pell:Grant was

::used for:1980-8141981-82, and :1982-83.10r comparatiVe purposes. .During each
\\.of the three years Approximately 60 percent of,the:independent students attended

,schools which were eligible for state grants. . For the students attending schools'
eligible for the state grant program, the Pell grant budget for institutions with
residential facilities was composed of tuition and.fees-plus rocm.and board charget
.pless$400. For schools' without residential facilities, the Pell grant bUdget
was the $1,100 pluS:$400 plus-theluition and fee:figure. For the remaining 40 per-
, cent of independent students attending institutions not-eligible for state.
grants a $3,600 figure was used.for.the Pell. grant budget:'

To'estimate the Pell grant payment for the 60' percentof, the students attending
institutions eligiblafor'spte grants, the institutional state grant attrition.
figure was Cited. Since the ISSC OiggYbacks the federal system, this attrition
figUre should\be fairly accurate.: :.For-students attending institutions which 7-7,
were,not eligible for state grants,.a.35 percent payment attrition was used.

To determine the number of-students who switched dependency status from depen-
dent in 1981-82, and-1982-83,"the 'dependents from the prior year were matched : .

with independents for 1981-82 and,1982-83. The Pell-grants were estimated for.
the students.both as depeOpnts and independents.



: .findingi

' Talile.l'ilidlcates that the Percentidei.06ndependent,apOlicantsin-Illinois,has
:-:- increased ffom 39.:percent to-41 percentAuring,the:last.three.yeart: .This. is .

,? 54 percent lOwerthan the national-figure.,:
,.. ..

. '. TABU 1 . ..

Illinois Pal I. Grant Applicants'
.

Ina.pin4lnt
. ,

Total.
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, I . ..
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- . .
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3951. . , .
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..319019 '

----4
344,769
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r . ,
,... . . . ..
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. .

Table 2 indicates that the n er and-percent ot.inimarrled.non-veterans under, ..

age 22 with no dependekts,d asedfrom :a high in 1981-82 of17,121,or.20 :

Percent of the totell nt students to 43,469 or 12,percent of the total

in 1982 -83.'. The Depai roposed independent student definition would re--,
.c.-quire these:students', .^ t e.current three-part indepemdent.student deft-

nition for. two prior :f . and the current award year beginning ln 1984-86.
and three prior years; ;and the current award year, thereafter. Under-the ED ,-/'

Proposal 94,654 or 88 percent 'of the IllinoWstudenis who applied as.indepen-:c-
dents for Pell Grants in 1982-83 would not be affected. The remaining 12 per-

cent of the Illinois students who applied asindependents for Pell Grants An
1982-83 would be affected by the proposed independent student definitionln.
1982-83. They would be required to meet the current three-part independent
student definition for the first calendar. year of the award year and two prior

years in 1984-85 and three prior years thereafter.

1111H011 STATE IC.01415HIF COMM1511019 AHA47111 OF

. NAT 21.1g1OiN14414;e1t-gANO:gligrITZMIENITliti

11 1401044010 014CENTA01 IL- INDEFEROEHT FENCENTA04 11 IHOEFEROEN1 FERCENTAG4' ,
PEtt 400.11cANTI 111 EACH FELL AFELICAH15 119 EACH fell AFELICAN11 119 EACH
1910.11 CATEOGIT 1911-42 CATE000Y 1912.11 CATE0010

.
,

VETERAN 1 3.192
1A14110 HOH.T ????? It It

, .'41:181'.'" I. 15.997
Ulc1A94110 HON- EEEEEE H OVEN 21 ..-' 31,095 SO . . 45.741 31
utaiA14110 n0H-1107 011011 22 lieresoemss Ni, 2.115 - 5 4.511 3
U1414911110 TON -NET UHOER 22 NO 01012931115 ...., 12.491 . .14 17 121 20

'''' 17.724 11;9 . . 41.119 .. 141

Table 3 provides estimated Pell Grant payment figures for the five independent

student classifications. The table indicates that the total Pell Grant payments

to independents in Illinois has increesed by 26 percent frpm $56.2 milliOnin
1980-81 to $70.9 million in 1982-83; 'The total Pell Grant payment to Illinois

residents in 1980-81 was $120 million: The.$56.2 million dollar estimate which

is 47 percent of the total Illinois Pell.payment in 1981-82 .seems reasonable.
In 1982-83 the 13,469 unmarried non-veterans under age 22 with no dependents.
12 percent of the total independents, received $11.2 Million or.15.8 percent of

the total estimated Pell Grant payment.,
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69,

rf

2.188,.! ,

;

''''..
. ,

EstimatAng,the cost savings'of the Department's proposed indiendentAstudint
definitioh Ts not possible because we cannot determine from arrent.deta the
number otindependent students which would meet the new prior year requirements

: or the Pell Grant eligibility for the independent students which would not meet
. the additional prior year. ,requirements and forced lo,apply,as dependents:''.:,

, .

Lim
ILLINOIS 11111 12211111211, COMM:5500N ANALYSIS OF
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$42.211.560

0711.1181.415

Table-4 indicates that in 1981 -82 5.824 or 4.2'percentOf'the 1980-81 students
who.applied as dependents switched their .dependency status toindependent. In
198243 5.799 or 4.4 percent switched their dependency-Status from,dependent
in 1981-82 tolndependent. The 5,824 students who switched dependency status
in 1981-82 increased their estimated Pill Grant payment by 65 percent, from
$2.9 to $4.8 million. The 5.799 who switched in 1982-83 increased their esti-
mated Pell Grant'payment Sy 55 percent from $3.1 to $4.9 million. In both
1981-82 and.1982-83 the unmarried non-veterans under age 22 without dependents °
increased their eligibility by over 75 percent when they switched, their dependency
status. The 3.464 and 2.465 students who switched dependency status-in both
1981,82 spd 1982-83 experienced the largest. increases in their estimated Pell
Grant payment when compared to the other four groups of independent students
switching dependency status. The increase in Pell Grant eligibility after the.
switch from dependents to independents was $1.3 million in 1981-82 and $1.0
million in 1982-83. o.
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COn'clUsion':
. .

Ifie:DspartMent of. Education's May 21,1983,propoied independent student dell,.
nition would require epProXimatelY32.Perceft of the cUrrentAndePendent.
Illinois PelA Grant apPlicants.(5% of 'applicants) to, meet the.Current:three='.

Part independent student definition forthe first calendaryear'nfthe award
year anctIwo prior yearsAn 1984-85 and threcadditIoneLOribrYears,there-'
after.- Independent itudentS who*Plt.and..d0 hotmeet the 'requirements. would

..:have edifficultAimcmeetingythecurrent.defInitIOn fOr*prior yearAf they

.f:are -forced loapply,aiAtipeldents',7AnAidditinnisInce:mnsvhigtrithool:Seniors
live.at:hoae high40,001:3heictiUld,nOtlueffyYunder
DepartOintIS prop6mWdefIbitIonjOriktiliesCthriWYthrChr4ntWAIWM The
Unmar040110040toranchnder4WIC WMIthabtAtPendentntioulCbalmOit neg-
Aitively-effectid:bp-thM0fOODsWindemjnitentittidintAefthitiOnOinWhe,stu-
dents!nhosh:parents:011001#14upportImmedIktely!upon;gradditionlroonAIgh

. ,

In addition to the theoretIcalarguments against%the Department'of Education's'
proposed Independent student definition, officialS of -the two- companies-that:

process. the bulk offederal aid,applicationt.- the American'College Testing
Program and the College Scholarship Service -have Indicated that the proposal°
would increase from 6 to 30 the number of.quistIons asked. on the form to detir-'

mine whether students are independent. Most critics contend that the proposed'
definition is too Complex because it establishes three different standards for
five categories of 'students.... .

ISSC Recommendation .

Since the primary concern is abuse of the.current definition by parents and
students who-switch dependency status to increase their,eligibility for
federal student financial aid, the'ISSC proposes that unmarried non-veterans
under age 22.without dependents be prohibited from switching dependency status
from dependent to independent. :The current independent student definition.

should be used for allother students. * -

As a result, the current' financial aid form would not have to be expanded.
Marital status, veteran status, the age of the student, .and the number of
dependents can already'be determined from the information gathered on .the

current forms. Since ED already has a cross-year system, it could be used
to check the dependency status of the student in the prior year, and a new

system would not have to. be develope o identify students who applied as
dependents the prior-year and inde dents. in the current year.. '

This'anaTysis indicates that i 982-83 2,465 independent students who were

.unmarried -non- veterans under age 22 with no dependents applied as dependents

Ihe year before in 1981-82. These students increased the estimated Pell Grant

payment by approximately $1 million. If the ISSC's proposed independent student
definition had been into effect in both 1981-82 and 1982-83, the 1982-83-savings
would have been.approximately.$2.3 million. After our proposed independent

student definition is in place for three or more yeari the annual 'savings Should
be approximately $3 to $4 million or 3 percent of the; total annual Pell Grant

payment to Illinois applicants.

.
The ISSC proposes that unmarried, non-veterans under age 22 without dependents

GED classification 05) be prohibited from switching dependency status. There

'could be exceptions such as death of parents reported on the Special Condition

applications. The current definition should be used for all other.indepen-

dents. This approach would not increase the size of the current financial
'aid forms, is simplier than the May 23,1983 Department of Education's defi-
nition, affects.approximatelY 3 percent of the total population and should
result ip savings of $70 te$90 million annually after the first three years.
The definition prevents abuse of the current independent. student definition
to increase eligibility for federal financial aid, while protecting students .

under age 22 who apply initially as independents. In addition, prohibiting

. unmarried students without dependents under age 22 from switching to indepen-
dent status prevents higher income families from transferring family respon-
sibility for paying college costs to the federal government:
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STATEMENT OF KEITH JEPSEN, ILLINOIS STATE SCHOLARSHIP
COMMISSION

sMr. JEPSEN. Thank you, Coligressman Penny:
The testimony that we put together for today, I think, can be-

hest summarized by flipping to the sixth page of the testimony
right after that short page where there is a letter addressed to . ;a
Mr. _Carrigan of the Department -.of Education, and rather than
drag you throngit the details of Choi thstitudityp let me .summarize by

., saying ,that those . rem, or -five are the
: heart of what the "State of Illinois has to offer,en,thialiSue.;-

We; of course, many of `you:.khoWi°Piggyback entirely the Fed-eral student-aid delivery system and therefore; the Federal
definition.We find there is no problem with the definition. We-also
suggest, however, that there.is seine potential. abuse and The way
to stop that, in our view, in, our study that we will talk about, if
you would like, in greater depth, shows that the way to stop that
abuse is to put one simple edit procedgre in the national processing.
system, which prevents dependent students from a prior year, from
applying in the current year as an independent student. It is what
we would call a classic, Management-by-exception situation. You
don't need a cannon; a simplepaybe eveia'a'BB gunwill do it
by stopping students who were dependent last year from being con-
sidered as independent this yetr. .

The..Federal Government now has the capacity, as we understand
it, in what they call a cross-year edit check system in the national
processing contract to look at a student's record as it comes in this
year to see what it looked like last year. We think ,if all of the stu-
dents who are a potential risk here were to be abusing the system,
it would be a 5-pereent problem. Clearly, not all students that are
the target are abusing the system.

sIf, in our judgment, the simple edit that we are suggesting was
put into place, we estimate between $70 million and $90 million in
the national Pell budget could be saved. So that's basically where
we stand, I wouldn't change the definition, but I would prevent std-

. dents from changing status from one year to the next.
There 'would be, of course, for some kind of an, administrative

override in the case of, say, the death of the parents or something
extraordinary and that can be accomplished by an already existing
mechanic which is called the special condition application, which
our system and the national system also uses.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you, Mr. Jepf3en.
. .

I had a questionbut we are going to hold all questions until' ev-.
eryone has had a chance to testify. So why don't we move to the
last panelist, Mr. Gary Smith, deputy for grants, Pennsylvania
Hid* Education Assistance Authority.

[Prepared statement of Gary Smith follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GARY, D. SMITH, DEPUTY DIRECTOR FORPRANTS,
PENNSYLVANIA HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE AGENCY

Tharik you for asking me to appear before this Subcommittee. My name is Gary
D. Smith and I am Deputy Director for Grants for the Pennsylvania High Education
,Assistance Agency (PHEAA). The purposes of My 'testimony are threefold: (1) to de-
scribe our State Grant 'program's criteria for determiningiapplicant's statuses as in-
dependent students, (2) to compare our criteria to those of the Pell Grants program,



and (3) to hen demonstrate how applying the two different criteria to financial aid
applicants Pennsylvania produces different results:.

You_are iliar with the. Pell criteria for independent student status, which re-
quire an aid, applicant to meet three tests of independency: He or she must not have
been claimed as an exemption on the parent's income tax form, must not have lived
with parents for more-than six weeks, and must not have received more than $750
worth of financial support in the year preceding and the, year for which aid is ex-

PHEAA's criteria are less stringent in some ways and more stringent in others.
We are lesa stringent in that two categories of applicants are automatically inde- ..

pendent: Veterans of the armed services are considered "independent" by; virtue of
the feet that their' farnilies' '.' financial circumstances are not ;Considered in the
awards Process. Additionally, applicants who have graduated from high school
years or more (typically students .who are 24 years of age or Older) prior to the aca-
demic year for which they are applying for aid are automatically considered inda-
pendent. -r

Except for these two catories, we are stringent in that our maximum
amount financialancial support from parents is to $500, rather than $750. Fur-
ther, applicants cannot have lived with th rents except for holiday periods,
rather than six weeks, unless they can dethonstrate that they have paid rent -of at
least $100 per month..while living with the parents. Finally, we/are most stringent
in that the applicants must demonstrate that they have access to financial resources
which are sufficent to meet educational costs and reasonable living expenses while
they are in school and during the summer months. (See attached Exhibit One for a
complete description of the PHEAA policy.)

For purposes of this testimony, we applied the PHEAA criteria and the Pell pro-
. gram criteria to applicants who filed for a State Grant from PHEAA during the
. 1982-83 academic year to see how each set of criteria labeled the students. (Because

PHEAA is a Multiple Data Entry contractor, applicants for State Grants can simul
taneously apply for Pell grants.)

When we examined the results of the comparisons, we found that about 92 per-
cent of all applicants (including veterans and older students) were assigned the
same status under both criteria (See attached Table One). Only 8.1 percent of all
222,262 applicants received different classifications and, in total, only 496 more ap-
plicants were considered independent by the Pell than by the PHEAA standards.

When veterans were excluded from the analysis, we found that only 7.4 percent,
or 15,618, of the students were classified differently. But, 2,932 more applicants were
considered independent by the Pell than by the PHEAA criteria. Nearly all (91 pet-
cent) of the applicants PHEAA called independent but Pell called dependent were
over age 22. Thus, our automatic "six years after high school graduation" criterion
has a significant influence on the differences in who is and who is not considered
independent (see Table Two). -la

It is significant that' total difference in numbers of applicants Considered inde-
pendent by the Pell and by the PHEAA criteria was only 2,932 or about 1.4 percent
of'all applicants. Therefore, although there are some differences in who is classified
independent under each set of criteria, the difference in aggregate numbers of appli-
cants so-classified is relativel y small.

How applicants are classified makes a difference in how aid is awarded, both in
eligibility and amounts. Our analysis showed that over 93 percent of all Pell Grant
recipients (including veterans and older students) were classified the same way
under both-criteria. While a total of 6,800 had different statuses; only 36 more Pell
Grants recipients were tonsidered indapendent by PHEAA standards than by Pell
standards. When we excluded veterans from the analysis, only 689 more recipients,
or 0.7 percent of all 100,670 recipients, were considered independent by the Pell cri-
teria than by the PHEAA criteria (see Table Three and Four). In terms of Pell
Grant program coats, applying our PHEAA standards would have "saved" the pro-
gram no more than one percent in expenditures on a total expenditure in Pennsyl-
vania of $107.4 million.

I mentioned earlier that except for veterans and students who have been out of
high school for six or more years, We require students to demonstrate that they
have sufficient resources p support themselves before they will be considered inde-
pendent. Last year we asked 12,445 students to make this demonstration. Onlk
about 54 percent. of those applicants were able to make this demonstration and
become independent by PHEAA standards. However, nearly 70 percent of these
same carefully examined students were considered independent in the Pell Pro-
gram. Thus the Pell criteria eapplied to these students resulted in nearly 16 percent
more students being consider independent (see Tabl 've).



Applying the PHEAA criteria to Pell Grant recipients from this select group of
carefully examined students would have reduced Pell Grant program expenditures
by less than three percent on a total expenditure of $104 million for this special
group of students and considerably less thanone, percent on a total expenditure of
$107.4 million for all recipients (see Table Six).

Applying the PHEAA criteria-to the applicants ana recipients results in, we be-
lieve, a more equitable assessment of, independent student status than is .achieved
through the Pell criteria. But- the program savings are minimal and niay not be
worth the increased administrative. costs that would be incurred by the .Pell Grant:,
program if it implemented our criteria and prOcedures.:.:,:

I will note, however, ;that. requiring student* te.deniorintrate sufficient resources
before they;-afe *ould;.reitilt;, lir'n'lmalliiidictitni:f in Pell

ti awardir to soil.Studeab3- eon* faitilliee4POr ,example,, "about
cent of the'Pell recipients:that: IlEA-A:.COnaidera,:derientient;bittl'ell'Onsidered
independent :came froth, families with incomes of, $30,000 and above ..(see Table
Seven). So the PHEAA criteria does eliminate or reduce Pell awards to some stu-
dents whose families might be able to help them meet their college expenses. Again,
however, the administrative costa of implementing our criteria to achieve this goat
may be prohibitive for a nationwide program. '

In conclusion,. I would summarize our experience as follows:
1. The PHEAA independence criteria, particularly the automatic independence

for veterans and older students', hive worked well in Pennsylvania.
2. Adoption of the PlikAA:briterie for Pell program purposes would not signifi-

cantly alter the overall percentage of Pell applicants in Pennsylvania who are proc-
essed as independent students nor would it significantly reduce Pell expenditures
for such students. ,

3. There would be a slightly different mix of independent studentri and dependent
students'under the PHEAA criteria as cerapared to the Pell criteria.

4. Demonstration of resources sufficient to be considered self-supportivg is an ef-
fective test of-Rndependence but it does carry an administrative cost which may be
prohibitive at the national level.

I will be glad to answer any questions you might have.

Eictosrr 1

PHEAA CRITERIA FOR' INDEPENDENT STATUS

For the purposes of applying for a State 'Grant, an applicant will be considered-
independent if he or she can meet any one of the following criteria':

(1) The applicant is a veteran of the U.S. Armed Services.
(2) The applicant has graduated from high school at least six years or more prior

to the academic year for which aid is requested.
(3) The applicant is orphan, a ward of the court or the whereabouts of the par-

ents are unknown.
,14) The applicant can, Vneet each of the following criteria:
4a) The applicant has not or will not be claimed as an exemption on a parents' or

guardians' federal income tax return and has not or will not receive more than a _
combined total of $500 in financial support from any relative other than a spouse
for the year immediately preceding or during the academic year for which aid is
requested.

(b) Except for holiday periods the applicant did not and will not reside with any
relative other than a spouse during the 12 months immediately preceding or during
the academic year for which aid is requested. An exemption to this criteria will be
granted when an applicant so residing with a relative other than a spouse has paid
and will continue to -pay room and board of at least $100 per month duiing the
aforernentioned period.

(c) The applicant demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Agency that he or she
has access to resources sufficient to meet reasonable living expenses during the aca-
demic year and the summer months. .A sinkle applicant is: required to demonstrate
resources of $3,000 plus the costs of tuition and fees.
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TABLE 1.ALL 1982-83 PHEAA APPLICANTS BY DEPENDENCY STATUS, INCLUDING PHEAA

TREATMENT OF VETERANS

Dependent for both..

Independent for-both

Seine status for both

Independent IiiEllA but dependent, Pell
Independent KIM dependent PHEM

Total PHEM .

Total Pell independent . . .....

Total tifference..

Number' , Percent

222,262 100.0

164,207 73.9

40,001 18.0

-*
204,208 91-9

4.2

, ........... . ...... 48,780 21.9

......... . .. . . ... ..... ........ . .... 49,276 22.2

'496 .2

TABLE 2.NONVETERAN 1982-83 PHEAA APPLICANTS BY DEPENDENCY STATUS

*gibe! Offtelt

All records

Dependent for both

Independent for both

Same status for both

Independent PHEAA but dependent Pell

Independent Pell but dependent PHEAA

Tott PHEAA independent

Total Pell independent

-Total difference

212,107 100.0

.,
164207

32;882

77,2

15.5

197,089

6,343

9,275

92.1

3.0

44

39225
42,151

18.4

19.8

2,932 - IA

TABLE 3.ALL 1982-83 PELL GRANT RECIPIENTS AND AVERAGE AWARDS, BY DEPENDENCY

STATUS, INCLUDING PHEAA TREATMENT OF VETERANS

Number Percent . Amount

All recipients 103,958 100.0 $1,067

Dependent for both 74,892 ' 72.0 979

Intpendent tbr both... . 21,802 - 21,0 . . 1.301

Same status for both 96,694 93.0 1,052

Independent PHEAA but dependent Pell 3,650 3.5 .1,145

Independent Pell but dependent PHEAA 3,164 3.5 1,410

Total PHEAA independent 25452 24.5 1,279

Total Pell independent 25,416 24.4 , 1,316

Total difference " 36 37

TABLE 4.NONVETERAN 1982-83 PELL GRANT. RECIPIENTSAND AVERAGE AWARDS, BY

DEPENDENCY STATUS

Number Percent Amount

All recipients 100,670 100.0 $1,067



TABLE 4.-NONVETERAN 1982-83 PELL GRANT RECIPIENTS AND AVERAGE AWARDS, BY

DEPENDENCY STATUS-Continued

Number Percent Mount

Dependent for both

Independent for toth

Same Plabis for totli

Independent PHEAA tint dependent Pell."

tndepef404fellk414pendefll

TO(al.PHEAk indinenclent

ToW difference.

74,892

19,239

74.4

19.1

1,115

1,328 ,

94,131 93.5- 1,159
2,925 2.9 1,176,
3,614 '3.6 1A10 ;

22,164' 22.0 -1,308
22,853 22.7 1,341.

689 .7 33

TABLE 5,--STATEtRANT APPLICANT_ S WHO WERE REVIEWED TO DEMONSTRATE THAI THEY MET THE
PHEAA 3-PART CRITERIA FOR INDEPENDENT STUDENT STATUS, 1982-8$ NONVETERANS

. - Number Percent

Al tecords..
"I 12,445 100.0

3,458 27.8,
Dependent for both

Independent for both 6,445 51.8

Same status for both...
9,903 79.6

Independent PHEAA but dependent Pell
,n 283 2.3

Independent Pell but dependent PHEAA ' 2,259 18.1

Total PHEAA independent
6,728 54.1

Total Pell independent
8,704 . 69.9

Total difference
1,976 15.8

TABLE 6.-PELL GRANT RECIPIENTS WHOSE APPLICATIONS WERE REVIEWED TO DEMONSTRATE Mr--;
THEY MET THE PHEAA 3-PART CRITERIA FOR INDEPENDENT STUDENT STATUS, 1982-83,L
NONVETERANS

Number Percent . Amount

-.

All records 7,628 100.6 $1,367

Dependent for both .
1,580 , 20.7 1,183'

Independent for both 4,718 61.9 1,395

Same 'status for both 6,298 82.6 1,342
Independent PHEAA but dependent Pell 150 2.0 1,231
Independent Pell but dependent'PHEM 1,180 15.5 1,520

Total PHEAA independent
4,868 8 1,390

Total Pelt
5,898 7 3 1,420.

total difference 1,030 3.5 30
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TABLE.7.FAMILY INCOMES Of APPLICANTS AND PELL RECIPIENTS CONSIDERED DEPENDENT BY

PHEAA BUT INDEPENDENT.BY PELL, 1982-83

Lest than $6,000
$6,000 to $11,999

..1$12,000 to $17,999
to $23,999'

$24,000to $26999

$27,00040. $29,949'
530,000 aM above.

'Total

Income unknown ......

AA appkants vdl recipients

Number percent Number Percent

250
207

161

69

50

200

1,093
1,166

22.9 198

18.9 166

14.7 . 137

130

6.3 1

4.6

18.3 1112:1
100.0 919.

51.6 261

21.5
18.1

14.9

14.1

6.6 ,

100.0
22.1

STATEMENT OF GARY- SMITH, DEPUTY FOR GRANTS,
PENNSYLVANIA HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE AUTHORITY

Mr. SMrrH. Thal& you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee. Thanktyou- for asking me to appear before this sub-
committee. My name is Gary Smith and I am deputy director of
grants for the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency.

The purposes of my testimony this morning are threefold: First
to describe our. State grant program's criteria for declaring a stu-
dent independent, Second, to compare those criteria briefly to the
Pell criteria and third, to demonstrate how applying the two dif-
ferent criteria to financial aid applicants produces somewhat differ-
ent results. .

You are familiar with the Pell criteria and I will not repeat
them here. These criteria are less stringent in some .ways and more
stringent in other ways. We are less stringent in that we automati-
cally declare as independent two categories of. studen veterans
of the Armed Services and applicants who are gradua

l
from high

school 6 years or more. Typically, these would be students who are
at least 24 years of age.

..

Except for these two categorieq that are automatically declared
independent, we are more stringent than the Pell criteria in sever-
al ways. First, our maximum of financial support from parents is
limited to $500 rather than the $700 permitted under:Pell. Second,
applicants cannot have lived with their parents : at all with the
exception of holiday periods rather than the 6 .weeks permitted
under the Pell criteria.

Third, and I think,most importantly, we are most stringent, in
comparison to Pell, in that our,applicants mugt4emonstrate that
they have access to financial resources to be independent of paren-

. tal support. r ^ % 4

For purposes of this testimony,. we first applied the PHEAA cri-
teria -and the Pell program criteria to applicants.who had filed: for
aid in Pennsylvania for the 1982-83 academic year. When we ex-
amined the results of the comparisons, we found that only about 92
percentexcuse ewe found that 92 percent of all applicants,
and this includes bOth veterans and those applicants who are 24
years of age or older, 92 percent were assigned the same. status
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under both criteria, whether it was the PHEAA crite ia or the Pell
criteria. In, other words, only 8 percent of approximately 222,000
applicants for aid had their classification changed one way or the
other, dependent or independent, as a result of the two different
criteria.

When we excluded veterans from the analysis, we found very
little change. Only 7.4 percent of the students were classified differ-
ently and that 2,932 more applicants were considered independent
by Pell than by PHEAA. -

We then went through a similar exercise comparing the PHEAA
and NE criteria using Pell, grant 'recipient's as our base. Because
PHEAA is a multiple data processor, we do have the capability of
calculating the -Pell eligibility of students. We found little differ-
ence in this category.

Our analysis showed that over 93 percent of all Pell recipients in
Pennsylvania were classified the same, regardless of whether the
Pell independence criteria or the PHEAA independence criteria
were used.

I mentioned earlier that except for veterans and students who
have been out of high school 6 years or more, we require students
to demonstrate that they have resources to support themselves
before we will classify theni as being dependent for State grant pur-
poses.

Last year we asked approximately 12,500 students to 'make: this.
demonstration. Keep in mind that this does exclude veterans and
the older students. About 54 percent of these 12,500 were clastified
as independent for PHEAA purposes because they could make this
self-sufficiency demonstration.

However, nearly 70 percent of these same students were classi-
fied independent under the existing Pell criteria. Thus, the Pell cri-
teria applied to this group results in nearly 16 percent more stu-
dents being considered independent. Applying the PHEAA criteria
to Pell. recipients froni this select group would have reduced Pell
grant program expenditures by less than 3 percent on a total ex
penditure of $10.4 million in Pennsylvania.

Applying the PHEAA criteria to the applicants and recipients re-
sults in, we believe, a more equitable assessment of independent
student status .than is achieved through the Pell criteria. But the
program savings are minimal and .nay not be worth the increased
administrative costs which would fft incurred by the Pell grant
program if it implemented our criteria and procedures:

I will note, however, that requiring students to demonstrate suf-
ficient resources before they are considered independent would
result in a small reduction in. Pell awards to some' students from
higher income families in Pennsylvania.

For example, we found that between 16 and. 20 percent of the
Pell recipients that PHEAA considered dependent but Pell consid-
ered independent came from families with incomes of $30,000 or
more, and there is a table which shows that.

In conclusion, I would summarize our experience in Pennsylva-
nia in this way. First, the PHEAA independence criteria, particu-
larly the automatic independence for veterans and older students
have worked well in Pennsylvania and they have been in existence
for approximately 17 years. Second, adoption, of the PHEAA cri-

81
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teria for Pell program purposes would not significantly alter the
overall percentage, of Pell applicants in Pennsylvania who and

as independent students; nor would it significantly reduce
Pell expenditures for such students.

There would be a slightly different group of independent stu-
dents under the PHEAA criteria. That is, there would be ore.vet-
erans and more older students declared independent and what
fewer younger students. But overall, the number is not si

A demonstration of resources sufficient to be considere
ficent is an effective test of independence we feel, but it do
administrative costs which may be prohibitive at the'. nation

I would be glad to answer any questions you may have.
kMr. Stmt.'. We thank you very much.

My apologies to Mr. Jepsen. I am sorry I was not here for yottr
testimony. If I can first address Mr. Smith here, in your automatic

I inclusion of veterans, have you made any analysis of whether most
veterans would be considered independent anyway?

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman; we have done that recently. We have
in earlier years done that and we find that the vast majority would
be independent regardless, but we do find that very small group
that have lived with their parents for a relatively short period of
time, perhaps receiving some support who would not -be independ-
ent but are under our criteria. A.

Mr. &mom And if you were suddenly a .member of this subcom-
mittee and had to vote on changing the definition, what would you
do? t,

Mr. SMITH. Based on our experience in Pennsylvania, Mr.' Chair-
man, I would be reluctantI share the reluctance of the other
panel members to change it significantly. It's important to note
that in Pennsylvania our experience of Pell grant recipients being
independent is significantly different than the national experidnce.
I think one of the other panelists mentioned a percentage figure of
48 percent being independent nationally. In Pennsylvania,-as our
tables will show, only about 22 percent of the Pell _applicants in
Pennsylvania are independent. Obviously, that points to a different
mix of students in Pennsylvania than nationally.

I think there is something to be said for requiring a student who
cannot meet the age requirement and cannot meet the veteran re-
quirementI' think there is something to be said for requiring a
student to demonstrate that he has the wherewithal to truly exist
independent of his parents. .

The reservation I expressed in my testimony, Mr. Chairman, is
the administrative cost of that. We find it costly in Pennsylvania.
We find it Worthwhile, but we do find it costly.

Mr. Stmor4:, If I may, Ms. Berkshire, you suggest adding one addi-
tional base year. Now, precisely what do you mean? Do you mean
that on what they receive from parental support? What are we
talking aboUt?
.Ms. BERKSHIRE. The suggestion that was provided here was part

of the coalition's recommendation- in 1982 when they looked at the
issue and the addition of a prior year would essentially mean
thenof the test that is currently applied to independent studen
on the Federal form, it asks the question, "Have you been claimed
as a dependent on your parents' tax return? Have you lived with

;682
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them? Have you gotten money :from.. them?" It asks those three
questions for the year of application and 1 prior Year.: So,tif the
student is applying in 1988, for the academic 'year 1984144', :the.

:?question is applicable for 1983 and 1982 tax years-calendar year
is, I guess, the better,phrase. :..': -:. -. .. Pl. . ei.; ,t ,,,,,'`:

','.' This would then ask the question we asked 'for 1981 as.welp e.
:,, 4;t...' student would have tO indicate Oat they Were self-sufficient oi. 6:,.

:. , ,. additional year beyond what is now required.
IsAt::-Swoll.'So that if a student was dependent in19$1, bitt,,Indei:,-,

... pendiint.iii:198249u.WOuld saycjliat student could iiot:be,pgissified
as an indePendelit, Student?: : :1.,,. . ,...,,,,!:' ,. ':

Ms; vBERKSHIhE,'That's what that reconknendatiogyvoOld'sayl-yea
JMr. Siuor.. You mentioned one other, Iiorthingithat

I think we ought to koep in mind and that is yoti.ffibntioned; that
parenta0ather than fiftnily income should be---,..,

. Mu.. Beklismim. TIAt was specifically for the guaranteed student
loan program, sir, Yed:' ...'`A

Mr.
.

S' mioN:, Right.
°Ms: : w: d

:cOalit. 1 whO'Work with the Guaranteed Student Loan program very
closely in State agencies. It has been an issue with, a lot of peoPle;,,v;
since some of the changes were,-madeato the program over the .laiit.... VI

.. several years. : . , ... '. `,. !,,; ',.,:,'2 ,..'.,,..',,i.li,'!
Mr: -SimOisr. And I simply, for the record, want/to ;underscOre,

wha ,is.in table I. It, has nothing to,do with the' pendent status .41
uestion; but of those with family bicOnie under 00,:18'Percent

of urecipients of need-based aid are in independent ituititutioni4: 1,c-il:
: Percentin: Pablie iristitutions, and 56 percent are in propriet 22p,,-.3,

. : stitutions.' es 4 .; .,

MS. BERKSOIE. That'S..right:,: '',..i,,d4 -
.4,....,,,i D ,

'., Mr. Snuo$::' That, underscores the':;imortenee : :1ee Tnt.i 11649:,..:;,,
.,.. -, prOPrietar4instittitionS in niind as, We*OvOon to teauth ita 'orii,...fi,

:Mr,'tGladieUx;`:j40):so. my lexicon cabi,;:fLroW, you talker oUt: the,sw4
7 phrase ?stoPpingrw.n.".Whatd4 you' mean preciSel by that? :,.,-,': '..

',.. Mr. OLAnit0X. That was 'a!fe.nri coped by'Clakli 'Key :4,40s g
for students who take tjrri offtif scho '; WhetheethetiikabacicPaok-':
ing.in.the.RoCkies on4:6"WOrk-,::Or:to tr, VO ;,..t. fi',,he'coillid.#.-the tern l.':4;

. ',.:.`IgtoPPing.but," a terin.. fait that rshOulitilla -":left Out'ofth8A: writ-
ten;. .. ten statement. Sorry.ab ut.:that. .;:, " li.: ,::

.,''',,,; ; ' Mr. Bibiox. All right :::: '.-..1 .:',' ,k) .:- .'ti
", .,:' ,:,,,,--IL 7??.

4 4 '.' : pt -.! .tg.;,.;;,.i

'Mr. :GLAntEux"..,-It livens that' students (Ching outAhei0,74.
'r- education today, 'which; complicates the whole 1,Wearefitalkit*_,:4... about of defining et,;.- .;.-___ ',...,. ,".... V;i:,'-,.. .-. .-", )44;
..: . ; r.; ,Mr,':-..imON..Mr. jepsen, arf regret Iltlid no lie Ont.:,teatiinc;y.
., by, but I will read itif sudde lr you reØbecome a ineinbei. of

this .subcommittee.-and I don't want to wh that upon youbut if
that Were to be your .fete;'whWt,modification' in definition would

.-: you make? . '...' ,:,,i.:..1':,.'
". Mr: JEpsii. I4one. What:I:W(4d reCOmitilnil is a very short ver-
sionsion of an already .short testirnoy. That is tO?say there is one very

- . sithple edit that theTederai,GoJernmAnt*.put in its computer t
system that will stop the inejority4''anfpotential abuse and

. we think, in summary,; it'a:Only,ah011t .0,:.P.Olverit, at.ite*rOkat-.: The ,
edit would be to prevent students who are 'in last year's SyE3tein as .

. 3 ,



4 a 'dependent student from' being In this %Vear'A stem as an, inde-,
pendent student. It's quite simple. . ",',..`"

"

f

Mr. &AWN So that I understand, you would automatically say
that a student "who whs. a .; dependent student the previous year:,
could not hecomb an independent student?

Mr. JEPSEN. Right, It woulf) not go through. The ,CoMputer would,
put 4'a message on the studefics reportthe student aid report
that says1,!!Last year you :were a dependent,.,;1What is it you are.,
tryt,ng to 'cliahis year?" Itwolkid Stop hz`,or her. There could be, Of,-
course, an, override proceduk that ,would allow legitimate,' situa .
tions, such as the death of parents or whatever that would ,be ex*
traor,dinary of that type and what those students go through, but it
would take a second round. All students would be stopped at, the
door, in other words.

Mr. PACKARD. Would theichairinan_yield a mdmentcoplease?
Mr. SIMON. Yes, I would be plea ed to yield.
Mr. PACKARD. Would not that t n give induCements for students

to enroll or to try to meet requir ents to come in as an independ-
ent so that they would not to worry about that qualification a

year down the road?
Mr. JEPSEN. It could, Congressman, but we don't think there is

any more likelihood of that Occurring in the proposal that we are
making as a procedure instead of a changing of definition and a
changing of all of the forms than there exist now. I mean; that's a
potential abuse currently. .,,

Mr. PACKARD. I think the purpose though Otthesc'hearings:is to
try to'find ways to avoid and to prevent further abuses.

Mr. JEPSEN. Agreed. ,,.

Mr. PACKARD. At least from just a broad perspective it would
appear that it would perpetuate and, p rhaps everbind.uce additiOn-
al .abuses. < .

Or. JEPSEN. Well, we considered that in preparing the suggest/ion
fo'k the Department of Education in May and it wasaimr opinion
that it would not Of course, students sign the document With
.$1,9,000 or a 5-year sentence hanging over their heads. That, 'of
course, does not prevent some students_ from making a mistake, but
we don't think there is any greater risk. '

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Packard, any further questions?"'
'Mr. PACKARD. Yes, thank you, if you are through, Mr. Chairinan.
Do any of your statistics Indicate how, many of your part-time

students are being served as independents with aid?
Mr. JEPSEN. No..
Mr. PACKARD. You have no empirical data oh that.,
gr. Smog; It soOnds like Dr. Wagner may have ifome informa

tion here. .

Dr., WAGNER. Yes.
Mr. SIMON. Why don't you just pull up a chair on the side there.

j Dr. WAGNER.. These are data from the 1979-80 survey 'that the
Office of. Education financed from.,all undergraduate students, half
time or more. ,

Mr. GLADIEUX. In table
, Dr. WAGNER . Table I out of the college. board report. It refers to"'

the population who potentially 'would be eligible. There are four
columns of figures and if you look to the far right column, "Inds-
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pendent UndergradUate," the pool of Federal-aid recipients-khese
are those that participate in any of the, five Major Federal-aid pro-
grams. : :'7,, . ', '

Mr. Gi..Diaux. A little over 60,percent are full time. , ,,'
Dr. WAGNER. Yes a little bit better: than 60 percent7-about two

thirds of the Way down on the right cOliinn. -'. I ' . %

Mr. PACKARD, To your. knowledge,:has the number of park
students been increasing that are using the'System.- , ,.:0,,

Pr: 'WAGNER. The- humber of part -time students. has been increas-
ing; Whether or not they are:receiving. more aid. ;Whether they are
.increasing their participittion in the program.- I think, is an open
question. This doesn't answer it. I maY.be able to get some of that
information.' 0 .

. Mr. PACKARD. Let me pursue this just a 'little bit further. The
comment was made that sofaetirpei we see __theni,stretehing_ out
their education. Being a, part-tinie student normally would be one
way of doing this. Does it -ap ear that the independent Status r
would invite a stretching out p there any data that would indi
cate that this lends to stiniulat a stretching out or a compacting
of theireducatiori process? , '.. '. -,. .

Mr. GLADIEUX. My comment, in general; would be that financial
aid facilitates students going full-time.

Mr. PACKARD. That's what I would think.
Mr. GLADIEUX. It helps to cover, the gap that allows them to

, 41attend full time and not have to work on the side---
:. Mr. PACKARD. And to compact their educational

Mr. PACKARD. Then is there a rationale as to whythere,are'more

4. Mr. GLADIEUX., In ,general, I think that is one tif the effects of fi-
nancial aid

and more coming on ail part-time students?'
,.. Mr. GLAnIEUX.:Well, Linda has a comment.
;'. : Ms. BERKSHIRE. I don't have the data in front Of me to Substantii4

ate this, but my guess is that the data wohlik bear out great num.
hers of those students being older students thrit have come into the
prOgram in the last, what, 6 years, angrernind you that part-
time status of the Students can't be 'part time, by our definition,
and receive Federal. aid anyway; they have to be at least 'half time
to be-,rible for aid under the title IV prbgranis,

V,V.wild think that,. if you looked at the data, especially in the
Pell'grant recipient data, .those ,studentt .that are half time or,
more, and if there are increases in thoSe; probably the,,lOgeat per-
centage would be.in the older group.

Mr. PACKARD. Do your data indicate the average of these on the
program? A followup question would be,' is that age increasing or
decreasing or remaining somewhat stable? if **

Mr. GLADIEUX. Somewhere between 25 and 28" would bb the aver r- ..,age--
Dr. WAGNER. The average;.051ependent student. What is inter -J

esting is there is some ihdioa:fith'from even, the financial aid serv-
ice program data-monitoring, tee Ppl,icants:as well- as 'in the Pell
.

grant program that the. avdt 01,k fy-ri'bfli,independent stddentsfhas;
in fact, been increasing over. .e. :4:Oho were to track that from
a variety of sources, you wouT fiatet0Oboration for that

..,:N,
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Mr. FAcyckno.'Why'dO you think that the numbers are increas- .,

r. WAGNER. ,I think it is an age'lhenomenon in the potential
student pool; We are drawing from an oldepstuderit' population.

Mr. PACKARD. If used age, was recommendOd in one of your
presentations as one of the major criteria of eligibility, what kind
of effect would that have witli,theAe trends of it becoming an older ,

and older group? , , .' '4,;:::;;c1. '`''

e 0 is that if one is looking for a t
Dr. WAGNER. Qne of the fullental conclusions, Lthirik, of the

work in the college board r
budget dividend from, tightenirie hid definition, you are not going
to find itor at the very least it Will be Very,shortlivAd; The aging
of the pool would Put mosteorthe people whdlwe are talking about
as potential abuse 13e,cOrning;a ;Much smaller -.portion Of the pool of
independent students ;, A.- , ,.

Mr. GLArilEux. III ma arriPlitir. on' that. We concludtid, in
answer to your first question about abuse, that the abuse is not
massive, and We are inferrifig7in.,all of these conclusions, but there

418 a problem; it is not of tnassive;proportions by a means. Follow-
ing from sthat, t erw.would not be huge budget s: 'rigs as a result.
Of a tightening p,:Of 'the,. defurition.. There. are g. g,to be more in-
dependent students probably under any defin iq that's one of
tbe points made vary,clearly,ih thistreportb cau: of all of these
rends that are kiwi of pagal1V-More older stUde ts, more part-
'me, studentAand thereforeriores;ifiderldnd t stud 01. ',,.' , ,

If! can say ,fuithei,'I ,ifiiiiiti a",fthe on y,Pariell t*1)o, xlid,urge
tongly that .therei:be a; le ixe chap wof the Eçdêral ,(16fini

,, . ,
, tiohAt s a delicate 'lake, 'bu li, we 'an get a qf r,hat, Makes

,, ,,.

distInctions more,;fm y:an ore snii5l arid 'T:liC will reinforce
the cr

I emerhb nearing you speak , ptly,., Mr.' 'C irman. You
wer :gut -at th ViriVersit d yvithpiBart I iamottirand
so iehe in the a dience ked yoi4 ON do *e get re political

'1460 port for these uCatioh,prOgra '.;;You.said,..411e,11., the Prob.
le witl educators AbOy,,cOhie:in: reams. of dAiliCand a long'

.., ' sp n-ou 0,ialysis,!.'''a ..yolfri' in I thirirthe way you
id i Is Aneecloteic. '" '11, too, is my point,
4 rei W can saY that aliesc ota dence,.but .it's pretty

of the,prograrn4.

t

ad
kin
s

ips people re abusing elleg anecdotal' eVidence t

11;uggesi; by 0,fairbr..,strpig fci4vard çernd vnerifial3le addition to
e Federal defniion, s s I prop sedTher' ma

*out' vs* ItIPthrouih re' uthorizati
the progan an maykie.Wa

Of attack Prioth rograms41hat s the )thrusit ;of, y4cgniclu-
M our analysi

.KARD:qpn I have time 1 or a maple' Of rire qilestfba -.Mt°

be:other..
ma 1oôf t'
ØffotheE .

Sure.
Mr p. Iri y

,ans , frdm
, la a fit or erne
".. penalty argi tilat,s,

of enforci: -lo`..that

"eludgment'aridl WOul st like el..yesks. 'i;rio. .'.;

of e'pa,rieliOts, do ou think that triers
Okra ',Yo,uckneptiOn .t4e.$10,000,, 5-year

et :e us penalty!' I ere any indication
tent, p atikind of fdzicethent of abuses? ..

U



Nye; iucsuiii i.:eit);i'it have any information on th on 'e
enfOrcetnent. ,I;cagi "tell you from.:both my experience r m
my information from National Association of d an #1
Aid Administrateni,thfit an awful lot of campus are in 4
the process"of Verifying a!good, deal of information in on
applications for both Federal and State and insth tfistanCe
noW. There' are substantial numbers of campuse ic, priVate,,

ietitrythat verify information on'irsample basis and alio an
1 lot' thgt. verify 100 percent' of the applicatioris-that .come in
parental; tax forms, or in the case 19f independent ;students;

WidePendent student 'tax feints. '

ACKARD: That response; I think, indicates that there is an
effo rt O determine whether therp. are abuses or not

MktiStiritsiiisE. That's coael I 1'

Mr PACKARD,. The question as, for deteribined abuses is thergb,,'-;
enforcement

Ms.;;BERKS IRE. Enforeement in the respect that you are speak=''
;f any kind? '

ing, iri,tetmsof turning students over to the Department of &tube-
' tion ot whatever, I have, no information on that, no.

Mr: PACKARD. One last question. '
, Mr. BeAKEY. Mr. Packard, if I could; to the extent tfilit Ms. Berk-
shire has answered your question, she has probably gone as fat as
She can. We don't have any evidence at this point in time that'as
result of the additional, -verification that has gone on in the last
Year-and a half that any cases have been, referred from the Depart
ment of Education to the Department of Justide-for prosecution by
the U.S. Attorney.

*Mr: PACKARD. Thank you.
What are the criteria, as they relate to independent married stti-

dents? Is it possibleI presume it is, ossiblefor independent stu-
dents to be married and perhapS have dePenderits of their, own ,,.4
there a different set, of criteria there or eligibility there from a
single student's?

BERKSHIRE. As a result. otlehe Education Amen ts. of
1980, I believe the definition for married studenta.Mi
pendent was changed to eliminate the criterion that_ prove
independence froth a prior year. In other words, the .are only

der 144, required to establish independencefot the-year in which
ey..aMly for aid. That an difference 'between Vie requirements,'

nomriatried; independeiiii students;
Mr. P4cluialiThat V,fifadbeiArstating:to'.f011ew up With. Would

IVA ,Person beportung eiVbe a equate -evidence that they are
independent, teco&tizing; that ndetwyour Suggestion they c4ulil not

be changed if they were" not pendent-.the year before?
Thave no further questions;' Nehaittrian. Thank yett.i,
Mr; KOGOuSEK. Mr. Penny, the gehtleman from Minnespta.
Mr. PENNY: This may have been.cokerediwbile I ,wale over in the

Ag Subcommittee, but I inn curious to havO'Elbit mope,elabitration
on the cost imPlications of a simple switch An an agsectitdriaqty.
seem0 to :nie that what we are: dealing with is a Otarige,in studeliti
population more so, than abuseS and yet.* are still talking about .i.
age criteria as 'seine -way to selve the burgeoning costs of the Pro-
gram. Can you share with me some of the dollar implications 'that
would be the result ee a 22-year4Ad definItion2



Mr. JEPSEN.' That wasn't in oily suggestion' at all. W4'have,done
no modeling or analysis of that qUilistion, 1, ,

Mr. GLADIEUX. Again, I don't think. we can expect big{ budget say:.
ings, from application of an, age criterion such as we Suggested or a
variation on that. :. ' , :, ; a- "

You're right. This is one of the findings of our study, The,growth
of the number of independent students is a function off .the aging of
the whole postiecondarypopulation than anything else.:'

Mr. SMITH; I think we, did; in Pennsylvania have t a:experienoe
of .applying an age criteria'and, as' I indicated' i royi'tomhOntsi
when ..we applied our criteria, including UU1 out , high school 6
years or more,.which is essentially .24 years cf. tho'e Pell nopu-,

lation, we did find 'a significant overall digrence in the,number of
students who became independent. As I said, ',it slightly different
mix, Wit in -,terms of viewing: that as--tr2means of-roduoing. the `per-4
tentage of students becoming independent, it does' not appear that
that would happen. . '" .

Mt. PENNY. Mr: Jepseri, what number of students can demon-
strate Independence in their first year of c011ege

Mr. JEPSEN. I don't know about first year, QopgreSeman,, but in
Illinois it'ie*bout 41 percent of all,-- ." (..

Mr. PEisii4Y, In their'first year?
Mr. JEPSEN. No; I don't know about first year, but our States are

little different than the other States. I think. Pennsylvania was
loyver than ours. Nationally, I ink it's about 48 percent that are
independent and ours is 41. ' '''.;1", ,....,-: T.:.k !s,--;,,

Mr. PENNY. That's of all stud ? i 1 1.P.Af
A,1- . 'Mr. JEPSEN; That's right. Of 1 students, not ofilila,t, rgt-year

students. ,'I '
Mr. PENNY. The reason I ask isAiecause of the suggestionitliet , e :,"

not allow a student to declare independence if they *ere' .et.Ce
?gori?ed as such in the previous jr,ear and what that.Av a . . i d..

to is locking,people.iAto a dependent itatus if they can i
;

very.firet 'Year prove independence./ , :'.`' : t ,/,.
Mr. JErsErif`That's right. , ..:,,/ t ,,:.:. ;:

.1, statistics on. Does anybody,hav at?: .

glad to see if we could provid

. Mr. PENNY..So it's that first year. rl

Mr.' JEPSEN; 'I don't have.th

MS. BERKSHIRE. I COUlcliklad , 1 , .., :

ongressman, but

. tics from' the De-
partment of Edti,cation on gie.- . % . reak min* eligi-

4 ble. applicontkto the prOgra
<4.'

:, .., : : 4 age, not in
categories, but by 17,,18, 19, ='0 Jd,pr ,get a good
handle 'on that by getting son er ,::, , ak e/ilp..: tn

As I reball.the tableI jiettli'.`o ed'itt i it.Otificl the percent- '1
agg of students inthe Pell program, eligibleindePendent applicants
that are 11 and 18, Which I would.misider to be first year in 'a tra-
ditional. institution' is very small. :,. ',

,r.... PENNY you yva2it to re pond?
,Dr.,\VAGNEit. Again,, going back to the tri, the urve/ that

we back,.,, wUsed, Federal,aid recinierits, indepen 10: t
in 1979-80 were---Well, let's see, I guess. I ay;2, percent 19
years and, under. That would be those in ent qualifYing! irn-

, .

.4
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column bout halfway doWn.
: mediatety after leaving high school, presumably. The ,far. right

,

fl- Mr. PENNY. I see that; ti.,
ofWhat about the implications status on Guaranteed

Student Loans? Is that a bigger problem than with the grant.
situation? '

Mr. LAGDIEUX. I Suggested, 'in my testimeny Ahat the $30,000
income cap that wds supplie '1981 for GSL elitbility :may serve'
as an additional incentive f r St nts to cleclarctitidopendence and
there is some eyidence fro New York that',Oggests that that iiv ,

.bentive may be pushing 6 fairly substantial niimbersof students to
declare independence for GSL eligibility. '

It is the most direct incentive because of the flat income cap. A
flat income cap means that almost any student who cafOdeclare
independence is going to qualify automatically for the GSL snbsidy.

Mr. PENNY. Getting back to my first question, if we are not going
to achieve savings, is the administrative simplicity, of an age defini-.
to worth making that change? It seems to me that if that is, the
only beneficial' side effect, that there' is no savings to the program
by making the change, but it sure makes things administrati ly a
lot easier. Is that worth making the change simply for that r S'., ,n.?

Mr. GLAbiEux. I think it is. 1 think it has the virtue of simp
,compered to what we have now and. for many students-i-for t e
'students who would be in one category or another automatically by
age. Again, I think there are some virtues, symbolically, of tighten-
ing up the system M.,a way. that is not going to adversely affect
major subgroups who have true peed. 1'3,

We have roughly estimated that the option I presented in my tes- 1

timony would reduce the number of i ependent students' by 10 to
OF 12;percent. I feel confident that that oup ,would be mainly from

Middle- and upper-Middle-income leve 0 and. students who may be^
abUsing the system now. i'. . . . f

Mr .PENNY Mr. Jepsen,. . . " \,, ,

Mr J.:ETSEN., Congressman,' if I might, the positive effect on puiSlin,
. perceptiai 'Of: a tightening ,up, I think, would be,Much better
'achieved without ,:cosmetic, definitional change, buiCrather very

busing heistto8.

aying gdmes
administra7. .

o liellogical-

'N public prosecution, if you will, of thole who are f
system. That's why the suggestionom the St
tighten an 'edit procedure to locate stildwits,Who
with the system and then, at the 'discreffOri Of pro

at the State or. Federal l level; seeing that.fhro
conclusion.

Mr. PENNY. I have nofurther questions.
Mr. KOgovspc. MAGunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. chairman. Lhave been trying

also to quickly review all of your testimonies=0thuse I was not
here earlier. One of ,the interesting'thhigs that: COmes, pp, ,Linda,
in table II in ,youlftestimony, whereas-you look at the depOident
students and'indeNulerit- students, you have61iather signifie6ntly,
larger piopOrtion of minority students as independent.

-° Vt.Ms. 'BERKSHIRE. That's dorrect.
Mr. CltmninsoN. Any comments on what that suggests in, terms

of public policy,ohow we ought to be responding to that?

;Z:7:711
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Ms. ElICKKHIIIRIO. Isou Id make a lot of comments, but I think it is
Significant. What we tried to do without really drawing any evalua-
tien or analysis out of those tables is to present you with some in-
formation that, in a compact form, gave some kind of profile of
who the independent students are It is true', from what we see
in ell sectors, they are more likely to be minority, and in most sec-
tors they are mire likely to be female--lhatle not indicated on 'this
table hereend the average age is more likely to be on the average ,?

of -5 years Older than the students in the,,dependent category, I ,,

think, personally, the indication is that wdought to by particularly :1',f
sensitive to that 'profile of independent Students as you consider :,'
the ,possibilities for any change through 'reauthorization, keeping ;'
that in mind. I think -it's a major point and that it behooves gau-
tion in the approach to any change in the kinds of studetiWthat
tould be dislocated, disenfranchised or perhaps make ineligible by
certain changes in th definition.

Mr. GUNDERSON, rry, you indicate on page 4 of your statement
that a growing nut ber of States and institutions have adopted
stricter criteria than he Federal definition. Is there a consensus
among those States as to what that stricter criteria is?

Mr. GLADIEUX. No, really they are going in different:. directions.
That's one of the problems that I point out. I urgiNhitrigOk.the.
Federal definition; in part, simply in the interest of consistency be-'
cause States are .movinc.toward tighter definitione but-...they are
adopting different criteria. So are a number of institutions.' Some

- - are applying a self-sufficiency test, as was described by Mr. Smith
4 ' for his State of Pennsylvania. 'Others ace adopting age criteria,.

other's are adopting extended, tax dependence, such as VVashington
State and Californiathose ailitwo examples. So rthink Consisten,

. cy is a strong argument for a': very careful loolvat this during reau,
thorization and perhaps a Federal change.:

Mr. GUNDERSON. Do you want to make a comment? .

Mr, Jp wasesN. Yes,1 was going to take the position, of Course, that
ebnsistency would be achieved if States would quit deviating frorn,

'the national definition. ';!- t-- , s4''
Mr. GUNDERSON. Mr. Penny; did you litiVe a comment?
Mr. PENNY. Yes, I was just going to ask whether there was any;'.., :confidence that if we changed the Federal definiti6n that all of the

States would, eliminate their variations, and I don't think there is.:
4, I think we would be in the same boat that we are iight noic

Mr. ,Gtmniiti3ON-.1 have no more questions, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you. ,4 ,

MilIBERKSHIRE. Mr. Chairman? \

Mr. KOGOVSEK. Yes. Go ahead.
Ms. BEsEsmats. Congressman, I just wanted to tak one second toet

add ...a comment. to Congressman Penny's concern a ut the age
definition'and this has nothing to do with budget issue It's a point
that:Trigh!ebtieri,,bronght up at least on the panel. One of the big-
gestsonWcerthat.7anany members of our coalition .had when the

-DepAttinent.ot EdUcetion promulgated regulation ethat suggested
age criteriop ati"I'a part of the Federal definition '3Ree its effect on
graduate stkidents, and that there are large numbers of graduate
who begin that postbaccalaureate study at the age of 22, and the
policy questions become more murky in terms of whether or not
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you Want to separate those, strdents alcd hoilv you deal with them
with an age criterion.

That's all that I wanted to add. Thank you
Mr, KOGOVSEK. Before' the chairman, adjourns the meeting, are

there any questions from staff?
Mr. BLAKEY. If I couId, just one, whio)i you can respond to by sep-

arating out, if you will, the question offivhat the definition or what
the elements of 'a definitional chang0, would be and answer this
question. Would you agree or ,dfsagrekithat is far as the ell gtant
and the GSI; independent 'student definition is concerned, would .it
or wouldn't it be better 'to' have the definition in the. statute as op-
posed to having it subjected to annual regulatiofi?

Mr. JEPsoi.Atidepends what's in the statute: I would say the
statute. '

Ms. BERKSHIRE. I think I will call Frank. I think I would qualify
that alio, depending on what was to be put in the statute, but
given what's come doim the pike overjhe last couple of years,
probably a statutory provision would be preferable.

Mr. SMITH. My reaction would be the same.
'Mr. GLADIEUX. I would sayi,the statute. t would like_ to see Con-

gress take it on and deliberate and decide the issue.
Mr. KODOVSEK. The Chair thanks you for your testimony this

morning and the meeting is adjourned.
(Whereupon, at ,11:12 a.m., on,October 27, 1983, the subcommittee

was adjourned.)


